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Special Issue on Advances on Physical Agents 2012
Carlos V. Regueiro and Roberto Iglesias

Abstract—The Workshop on Physical Agents intends to be
a forum for information and experience exchange in different
areas regarding the concept of embodied agents, especially
applied to the control and coordination of autonomous systems:
robots, mobile robots, domotics, agents, industrial applications or
complex systems. This special issue brings together a selection
of revised and extended papers that were first presented at the
XIII Workshop on Physical Agents (WAF’2012), which was held
the 3rd and 4th of September 2012 at the University of Santiago
de Compostela (Spain).

Index Terms—WAF, Physical Agents

I. EDITORIAL

Dear readers, this issue of the Journal of Physical Agents
(JoPhA) brings together a selection of revised and extended
papers that were first presented at the XIII Workshop on Phys-
ical Agents (WAF’2012). This edition of the workshop was
held the 3rd and 4th of September 2012 at the University of
Santiago de Compostela (Spain), coinciding with the opening
of an important research centre, CITIUS (Centro Singular
de Investigación en Tecnoloxı́as da Información). This new
research centre has sponsored and supported the celebration
of WAF’2012.

The Workshop on Physical Agents (WAF) is an annual
forum of discussion and exchange of ideas whose first edi-
tion took place in 2000. Nevertheless, with the passing of
time, this workshop has consolidated as an important Spanish
platform to present and discuss trends and developments in
disciplines that contribute towards the design and deployment
of physical agents in physical environments. Contributions to
WAF are usually received from robotics research groups in
Spain, but also increasingly from other countries (this year
there were contributions from researchers working in Northern
Ireland, Japan and Algeria). Therefore, WAF continuous to
gain relevance as a workshop that brings together students
and senior scientists to discuss pressing questions and identify
future research directions in all areas related with robotics and
its application to industry.

During the thirteenth edition of WAF celebrated this year
in Santiago de Compostela, the attendants to the workshop
could enjoy not only the usual oral presentations and discus-
sion of the accepted papers, but also some interesting live
demonstrations and exhibitions which put on stage some of
the experiments described in the papers. In particular we
could see: 1) a robot learning in real time from simple user
feedback; 2) a NAO robot that is being used to help patients
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suffering from Alzheimer; 3) the use of a haptic interface to
include the sense of touch in games aimed for people that
need rehabilitation or training in reasoning and spatial skills;
4) the use of a very original mobile platform and augmented
reality to help elderly people; 5) a very nice robotic head called
MUECAS, able to recognize and imitate facial expressions
detected in a human interlocutor; 6) mini-robots being used to
solve internal transportation logistic in a simulated laboratory
for clinical analyses; 7) a guide robot equipped with a gesture
based interface, and able to provide voice feedback to allow
humans to cooperate and interact with the robot in a very easy
and natural way.

For the first time, this year the programme of WAF com-
prised an Industry-Academia session, entitled Robots in the
shop windows: present and future. This session put researchers
in touch with enterprising people responsible for new robotic
companies, allowing the exchange of different points of views,
the learning from the experiences of these enterprising people,
or even the acquisition of information about the challenges that
these emerging companies have yet to face.

The topics presented at the workshop covered an impor-
tant part of the spectrum of robotics: robot localization,
development and learning of robot controllers, human-robot
interaction in service robots, sensors and actuators, multi-robot
systems and path planning. On the other hand the papers
presented spread from theoretical investigations to practical
applications. In this sense, we are inclined to think that the
practical applications presented at the conference are somehow
biased towards the achievement of assistive robots or robots
able to adapt and collaborate with people.

This aspect has been reinforced by the two very inspiring
plenary sessions given by Yiannis Demiris (Reader in intelli-
gent and assistive robotics and head of the Personal Robotics
Laboratory at the Department of Electrical and Electronic En-
gineering at Imperial College London, UK) and Jan Peters (full
professor at the Technische Universitaet Darmstadt, Germany,
and senior research scientist at the Max Planck Institute for
Intelligent Systems). Y. Demiris spoke about his research on
bidirectional assistance between humans and robots, robots
which can not only learn from human observation and imita-
tion, but they can also build adaptive user models and modify
their level of assistance to adapt to changing user needs.

J. Peters spoke about the importance of robots that can
learn tasks triggered by environmental context or higher level
instructions as an important step towards the achievement of
robots able to assist humans in situations of daily life. He
presented a general framework suitable for learning motor
skills in robotics which involves generating a representation
of motor skills by parameterized motor primitive policies
acting as building blocks of movement generation. Thus, he
presented robot-learning in three different levels of abstraction:
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learning for accurate robot control, learning of motor skills,
and learning of the task-dependent hyperparameters of these
motors primitives to solve complex tasks.

This special issue of selected papers reflects the eclectic
range of topics presented at WAF’2012. In particular this
journal contains revisions and extended versions of the seven
papers which got the highest ratings according to the votes
issued by the attendants to the workshop.

One of the first topics tackled in this issue is indoor
mapping and localization. Regarding this topic, J. López et al.,
study the implementation of new sensors and techniques for
indoor localization. They evaluate and compare a commercial
system (Hagisonic StarGazer) and their low cost localization
system based on the popular Wii remote control (WiiMote).
Both employ very low cost infrared (IR) reflective tags as
landmarks. In a second contribution, C. Gamallo et al., apply
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) with omni-
directional cameras, in this case the lights placed on the ceiling
are the landmarks. In this work they had to face challenges
such as data association or the initialization of the landmarks
with a bearing-only sensor.

A second topic tackled in this issue is the development
of human-robot interfaces; the increasing demand of ser-
vice robots makes necessary the existence of natural human-
machine interaction. Just as happens with humans (able to
use gestures in their communication), it is necessary to endow
robots with these gestural communication capabilities. In this
sense, this issue includes a paper (F. Cid et al.) that describes
a new proposal for recognition and imitation of a set of facial
expressions using the visual information acquired by the robot.
The system detects and imitates the interlocutor head’s pose
and motion. It also introduces the concept of models of the
human and robot facial expressions, which are included inside
of a new cognitive module aimed to enhance the human-robot
interaction. In another paper (D. Loza et al.) describe the
design and construction of a realistic mechatronic head with
high gesture capacity. The proposed design is based on the
description of the facial expressions using the parameterization
and codification of the face movements suggested by the
Facial Action Coding System (FACS). The paper shows the
implementation details of the mechatronic head and the way
a set of servomotors can generate the basic actions units
described by the FACS as well as the basic and more complex
emotional gestures.

The fifth paper (M. A. Gutiérrez et al.) revises a very
complete and successful control software architecture for
robots: RoboComp. The authors present recent advances in

the formal definition of the RoboComp component model and
a new set of tools based on Domain Specific Languages that
have been created to simplify the whole development cycle of
the components. Moreover, a new robot simulation tool has
been created providing perfect integration with RoboComp
and better control over experiments than current existing
simulators.

The sixth paper (F. Martı́n et al.) shows a new application of
mobile robotics in a medical domain, specifically a cognitive
stimulation tool in the treatment of Alzheimer. This article
describes the application of the NAO robot as a tool that the
doctors can use in therapy of Alzheimer patients. The robot
helps the doctors to get and focus the attention of the patient,
and hold it for longer than in the standard therapy sessions.
The development of this RoboTherapy application includes
the control software onboard the robot and some tools like
the visual script generator or several monitoring tools, so that
the doctors can easily supervise the robot behavior along the
sessions. This software allows the doctors the management of
a wide-ranging set of robot behaviors and other utilities (such
as speech synthesis, play of music, ...) that can be used to
improve the interaction with the patients and to increase their
attention.

Finally, the last paper (P. Quintı́a et al.) describes a novel
algorithm that allows fast and continuous learning on a phys-
ical robot working in real environments. The learning process
is fully conducted by the interactions of a real robot working
in real environments and the opinion (reward or punishment)
provided by a human who observes what the robot does. The
robot controller is molded from scratch using these interactions
and no prior knowledge is provided to the robot in any
other way. Despite the highly-non-deterministic reinforcement
provided by the human, who usually changes his mind during
the learning process, the algorithm is able to achieve fast robot
adaptation to the diversity of different situations that the robot
encounters while it is moving in several environments.

Finally, we think that this is a great opportunity to show
our gratitude to all the attendants to the XIII Workshop of
Physical Agents, and to all who somehow helped to make
the celebration of this workshop possible. Of course we
particularly wish to extend these thanks to everyone who
contributed to this special issue (authors, reviewers). Finally,
we also want to thank Miguel A. Cazorla Quevedo and Vicente
Matellán Oliveira (Editors-in-Chief of the Journal of Physical
Agents) for their work helping to prepare and supporting this
special issue.

We look forward to seeing you at WAF’2013.
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Evaluating Different Landmark Positioning Systems
within the RIDE Architecture

Joaquín López, Christopher Watkins, Diego Pérez and MiguelDíaz-Cacho

Abstract—Mobile robots operating in the real world need a
very reliable localization system to navigate autonomously for
long periods of time. Numerous methods for indoor mobile robot
localization have been developed. However, an affordable system
covering all environments and situations is not yet available.
Therefore, it is very important for mobile robot applicatio n
developers to be aware of the operation and limitations of
the different localization systems in order to obtain the best
performance for each case. This paper evaluates two indoor
localization systems that are integrated in the RIDE architecture:
a commercial (Hagisonic StarGazer) and a low cost localization
system based on the popular Wii remote control (WiiMote)
with different tag distributions were evaluated. Characteristics
that were tested include precision, accuracy, reliability, cost and
immunity to interference.

Index Terms—Mobile robot localization, control architecture,
landmark localization system.

I. I NTRODUCTION

ROBOT localization is the problem of determining a
robot’s position in a known environment, assuming that

it is provided with a map of the environment. Mobile robot
localization is essential to autonomously navigate withinthe
working area. Numerous methods for indoor mobile robot
localization have already been developed [1], [2]. These tech-
niques have been categorized by different authors as relative
positioning and absolute positioning [3]. Still, researchon this
subject continues because a low cost system that covers all
environments and situations has not been yet designed.

The position of a robot can be obtained using relative po-
sitioning techniques with sensors that measure the movement
such as encoders, gyroscopes and accelerometers. However,
these kinds of techniques by themselves are subject to cumu-
lative errors.

The absolute positioning techniques rely on a map of some
kind of landmarks and sensors that can detect the position
and orientation of the landmarks close to the robot while
navigating on the different areas of the map.

Most of the localization systems include relative position
measurements and absolute relative measurements. Both kinds
of information are integrated using some statistical filtersuch
as a Particle filter [4] or Kalman filter [5]. Particle filters [4],[6]
represent the belief distribution by a set of N random samples
or particles while Kalman filters assume a normal distribution.
In both cases it is crucial to correctly characterize the motion
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and measurement models. The goal of this paper is to extend
the analysis in [7] about two infrared landmark measurement
systems and provide useful hints for researchers who would
like to use them.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section introduces the localization systems. Sections IIIand
IV describe the integration in the RIDE architecture [8] and
the new control modules. The results of the different tests,for
both the Hagisonic StarGazer and the WiiMote based system,
are presented in section V. Finally, section VI presents an
alternative localization system with a different tag distribution.

II. T HE LOCALIZATION SYSTEMS

In both localization systems considered here the infrared
(IR) landmark positions are provided as the map of the
working area. The landmarks are retroreflective tags located
on the ceiling of the indoor places where the robot navigates.
An IR camera pointing upwards detects the relative landmark
positions while the robot navigates. The robot location canbe
obtained when at least one landmark is detected within the
IR camera field of view. Dead-reckoning information can also
be integrated using some of the multiple statistic solutions
proposed in this field such as a particle or Kalman filters.

Dynamic environments can include different kinds of obsta-
cles that can change the position such as people and objects
moved by people. If the tags were located on the walls, these
obstacles could occlude the tags. However this problem does
not occur with the location proposed by the two different
systems studied in this paper. It can be therefore a good
solution for applications where the environment includes alot
of moving obstacles such as tour guide robots in museums or
fairs where other systems that rely on occupancy grid maps
[9], [10] might fail.

A. The Hagisonic StarGazer Robot Localization System

This device (figure 1) consists of a camera that detects
infrared radiation reflection from tags that are placed on the
ceiling of a room. The IR radiation comes from LEDS that are
located around the camera. The captured images are analyzed
and the system returns the position of the robot and the angular
heading with regards to the landmark.

The format of the landmarks is given in figure 2, where
the white dots (IR tags) and empty corner are common to
all landmarks to allow the StarGazer to calculate heading
angle. All possible binary combinations of the red dots (tag/no
tag) form the number of different landmark ID’s possible
(25 = 32). The frame of reference used to specify the position
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Fig. 1. StarGazer device with the camera and the array of led pointing in
the same direction.

is defined as shown in the figure, with the origin at the center
of the white dot in the corner opposite the empty corner. When
viewed from above, a clockwise rotation of the StarGazer
results in an increase in the heading angle,ω. If the landmarks
are set up in such a way that they line up with North, the
heading angle will correspond to a compass with90 being
East and−90 being West.

Fig. 2. Landmark format. Bird’s eye view from above the ceiling.

The manufacturer claims the following specifications:

• UART hardware interface (TTL3.3V ) 115.200bps
• Size:50x50x28 mm
• Location range (per tag)2.5 to 5 m in diameter
• Precision of2 cm
• Heading Angle Resolution10◦

• Power consumption:5V 300mA, 12V 70mA.
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Fig. 3. StarGazer and a single landmark. Bird’s eye view fromabove the
ceiling.

The StarGazer device has two modes of normal operation
(alone and map). In alone mode the device continually reports
the ID, heading angle and relative position with respect to
any visible landmark. In map mode the device is able to itself
create the map of tags and obtain the robot position in the
map. However, for this research only the alone mode was
considered.

Fig. 4. The WiiMote based localization device has an array ofleds pointing
in the same direction as the WiiMote.

While calculating position the StarGazer outputs data on
the serial connection in the format:

<Mode, ID, Angle [deg], X [cm], Y [cm]>

Where theAngle, x, and y define the sensor position
relative to the landmark. When there are no landmarks within
view, a message saying “DeadZone” is sent and followed by
silence until a landmark is found again.

B. The WiiMote-based Localization System (WLS)

The Wii remote control known as WiiMote includes an IR
camera with a resolution of1024x768 pixels sensitive only to
bright sources of IR light. The WiiMote can track up to four IR
light sources at100Hz [11] and is used in game applications
together with a led bar either above or below the screen.

The system has been used for mobile robot localization with
different configurations. For example, in [12] the Wii remote
controller is placed on the mobile robot pointing upward and
several IR leds are placed on the ceiling. However, equipping
buildings with active LED emitters can be difficult due to
the power and maintenance requirements of the LEDs. One
way to overcome this problem is to use retroreflective tags
as landmarks like the tags used by the Hagisonic StarGazer.
In this case, these tags will reflect the IR light produced by
an array of LEDs located on the robot. The IR light source
is with the tracking camera rather than the tracked point that
only reflects light. Figure 4 shows this solution that has been
presented in [13].

The landmark positions are provided as the map of the
working area. The robot location can be obtained when at
least two landmarks are detected within the IR camera field
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Fig. 5. WiiMote and illumination LED’s pointing to the ceiling where the
tags are attached.

of view. By using this device we reduce the price of the final
localization system still obtaining an excellent performance in
most indoor environments.

The tag coordinates returned by the WiiMote are the pixel
coordinates in the IR camera(x′, y′). A conversion from pixel
to metric distance is needed.

Relation (1) can be observed from figure 5.

x′

f
=

x

h
(1)

Wherex′ is the distance in pixels,x is the corresponding
metric distance at the ceiling,f is the image focal distance
and h is the distance from the WiiMote to the ceiling. The
metric distance is then:

x =
h · x′

f
= p · h · x′ (2)

In order to compare the performance of both systems, it is
necessary to build landmarks out of several retroreflectivetags.
However, the WiiMote will track only four IR sources. Since
the white dots at the corner are common to all landmarks to
allow calculate the heading angle, there is only the possibility
to add a new tag in one of the five positions. Even though, the
number of possible IDs in this case is 6, in order to make the
ID detection algorithm more robust, all the landmarks need to
have four tags. Any reading from the WiiMote that provides
less than four tags is discarded.

III. I NTEGRATING THE IR LOCALIZATION SYSTEM IN THE

ROBOT CONTROL ARCHITECTURE

A. The control architecture

The mobile robot control architecture, based on RIDE, is
a modular control architecture that is organized as shown in
figure 6. Even though the different modules are organized in
four sets, they can be mapped to the three layer architecture
popularized by Bonasso et al. [14]. The hardware servers and
control set implement the functional layer while Task Dispatch
implements the executive and planning layer. Finally RIDE

includes a set of processes to interact with the users and
connect to other process for Multirobot applications.

The navigation platform is based on CARMEN [15] and
some modules such as localize, navigator and base hardware
servers remain basically the same. Unlike CARMEN, motion
control is divided into high-level (strategic) planning [16]
and lower-level (tactical) collision avoidance using the Beam
method [17].

The hardware server modules govern hardware interaction
providing an abstract set of actuator and sensor interfacesand
isolating the control methods from the hardware details. Most
of the hardware devices are connected to a CAN bus using
RoboCAN [18]. Some of these devices are used in navigation
such as the laser and sonar while others are specific for the
application such as the robot head, sound and speech system,
etc. The hardware servers also provide low-level control loops
for rotation and translation velocities. Thanks to this layer
changes in hardware components can be made without changes
on higher layers modules while keeping the same interface.

The control modules integrate sensor and motion informa-
tion to provide improved sensor odometry, basic navigation
capabilities (localization, path planning, follow path, etc) and
basic application specific functions (say text, make expression,
etc).

All the modules in the executive layer belong to the Robo-
Graph application that includes two modules (figure 8): task
editor that is used only for application development and task
dispatch without graphical interface that should be working
when the robot is executing a task.

This layer uses hierarchical interpreted binary Petri nets[19]
to coordinate the activity of all the rest of the modules. Tasks
are described using an interpreted Petri net editor and saved in
an XML file. A dispatcher loads these files and executes the
different Petri nets under user requests. A monitor that shows
the state of all the running nets is very useful for debugging
and tracing purposes.

The interaction with other modules in the architecture is
done through publishing and subscribing to messages. This
way, problems on a module such as a blocking problem do
not block dispatch and we can set up simple mechanisms to
detect and recover from a failure or exception situation.

The Petri Net can evolve only with the arrival of messages or
the end of a Timer. Every time a change in the status of a Petri
net (start, stop, evolve) or in the waiting queues (new requests
added or removed) is produced, a new message reporting that
change is issued for GUI monitor mode and stored in the
log file for GUI play-logger mode. There are several interface
modules for the programmer to debug and trace the control and
hardware server modules. However, there is only one interface
module on board that allows the user to interact with the robot
(for example, for identification). Finally, users can also connect
via Web, monitor and interact with the robot.

Each module in figure 6 is a Linux process that exchanges
information with other modules using IPC Inter Process
Communication. Developed at Carnegie Mellon’s Robotics
Institute, IPC provides a publication-subscription modelfor
processes to pass messages to each other via a central server
process. Each application registers with the central server, and
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specifies what types of messages it publishes and what types
it listens for. Any message that is passed to the central server
is immediately copied to all other processes subscribed.

The process of building a mobile robot application using this
framework includes programming on different levels. First,
hardware server and control modules need to be implemented.
Modules that implement navigation tasks can be used from one
application to another. At the next level, the executive layer, it
is necessary to build a module or sequencer that sends requests
and receives the outcomes of the functional layer modules.
This module usually varies from one application to another.

B. The localization module

The former localization module included in RIDE was
the CARMEN module [15] that implements a variation of
Monte-Carlo Localization [20] algorithm. The module accepts
odometry readings and laser readings from the laser module.
One goal of this research is to provide RIDE with another
two different localization systems. For that purpose, we follow
the good design practices proposed in [15] implementing in
different modules the sensor interfaces and the localization
method. The sensor interfaces developed here are the modules
StarGazer and WiiMote described in the next section.

Localize module is able to integrate odometry and informa-
tion obtained from the laser, StarGazer or WiiMote to keep
track of the robot localization. When starting, it subscribes
to one or several sensor information messages according to
the robot configuration. The robot position can be represented
by particles or a by a normal distribution, depending on the
integration process (particle filter of Kalman filter). Every time
a new sensor readings message arrives, a new update position
step is executed. It is also possible to interleave update position
steps of different kind of sensors (laser, StarGazer or WiiMote)
since all use the same position distribution.
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Fig. 6. Robot control architecture. Stargazer and WiiMote modules are the
hardware drivers that control the devices used in this work.Localize subscribes
to IPC WiiMote and Stargazer messages.

IV. L OCALIZATION DEVICE CONTROL MODULES

A. StarGazer control module

The StarGazer control module includes two threads as
shown in figure 7. The first thread handles the communication
with other software modules via IPC while the second thread
handles the communication with the StarGazer device using
the serial port.

The serial reading thread simply waits for available input on
the serial connection. When data becomes available it readsit
and stores it into the semaphore protected buffer queue which
is a global variable shared between the threads.

Fig. 7. The StarGazer module includes two threads that take care simulta-
neously of IPC and device events.

The interface thread listens for IPC messages. Namely,
configuration messages that indicate to change the module
configuration and odometry messages. When an odometry
message is received this module publishes a new message with
the odometry and StarGazer data combined. The StarGazer
data is the newest stored in the buffer queue.

The IPC messages that define the interface with the rest of
the modules are very similar to the Laser messages used by
localize.

B. WiiMote control module

The Wii Remote is a wireless device, using standard Blue-
tooth technology to communicate with the Wii. It is built
around a Broadcom BCM2042 bluetooth System-on-a-chip,
and contains multiple peripherals that provide data to it. As
such, it will appear as a standard input device to any Bluetooth
host and we use this communication system to transfer data
between the WiiMote and the robot on-board computer.

The WiiMote module was programmed using the Cwiid
library [21] that installs a callback function executed every
time a new reading from the WiiMote is obtained. If necessary,
a new IPC message is created and sent.

The WiiMote also contains a±3g, 8-bit, 3-axis accelerome-
ter operating at100Hz and a set of buttons. The IPC message
published by the WiiMote module includes information of all
these devices and it is used by other modules besides localize
such as the BEAM module. When the BEAM module is in
wiiControlled mode, it uses the button information of the
WiiMote message as the base movement reference. This way,
the WiiMote can be removed from the localization device and
used as a simple remote control.

The localize module gets the tags info (pixel positions) from
the WiiMote message, obtains the tags position according to
equation (2) and obtains the landmark position and orientation.
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At this time the information is the same as the information
provided by the StarGazer sensor.

V. EVALUATING AND CHARACTERIZING THE

LOCALIZATION SYSTEM

The testing of the StarGazer undertaken here was done in
order to quantify the operating characteristics and performance
of the device. Relevant specifications in the area of mobile
robot localization include repeatability and accuracy of mea-
surements, effect of interference and localization range per
landmark. This data will enable better decisions to be made
about suitable environments and applications for the device. It
will also provide a benchmark with which other systems can
be compared.

A. StarGazer System

The tests were performed with the StarGazer device sitting
on a table and one or two landmarks located at different
positions (figure 8). Each test was performed at heights of
approximately2.5m, 3m and 3.5m. Most of the distances
were measured using a Leica DISTO D2 Laser Distance
Measuring tool. For static values, a collection of about 700
samples were obtained for each point to obtain the average
value.

Fig. 8. Tests set up to evaluate the system.

Various tests were created to measure the operating charac-
teristics of the StarGazer:

Height Test: The robot working area of some applications
such as a tour guide robot might have ceilings with different
heights. It is therefore important to know the limitations of
the localization systems according to this parameter.

Landmark type HLDx-1 was usable for heights over the
range 2200mm to 4300mm and HLDx-2 worked from
3300mm (the upper limit was not easily tested.) It should
also be noted that the position data was more accurate when
using the HLDx-2 type landmark at heights of over3300mm.

Field of View (FOV) & Precision Test: This test was
designed to determine the size of the field of view, or in other
words, the localization range per landmark. Table I shows
the limits for several heights. The first thing to notice is that
the camera was not heading what we consider the center of
reference because positive and negative values are different.

Figure 9 clearly demonstrates an important property of
the system near the field of view limits; the precision is
considerably reduced within the final20− 30cm (for a height

TABLE I
FIELD OF VIEW AT DIFFERENT HEIGHTS(UNITS ARE IN CM AND DEG)

Heights Xmin Xmax Ymin Ymax XFOV YFOV

250m −147 134 −167 154 58, 65 62, 04

300m −177 160 −170 149 58, 61 55, 95

350m −207 −− −206 180 −− 57, 70

Xmin andXmax should be the same but with different sign however,
the difference is because the camera was not focusing what we
consider the center (0,0). The opening angle for the field of view
in both axis is similar and close to 60 degrees.

of 2.5m) of the field of view edge. At the limit the size of the
range of measured y-values is approximately13cm.

Fig. 9. Precision of measurements is clearly reduced at the edge of the field
of view.

Accuracy test: This test was designed to determine how
accurate the StarGazer system is by measuring a change in
the tag position in both axes. Table II lists the results obtained
when moving the landmark∆x = 20cm at different positions
in the field of view at four different heights. Each∆x is
averaged over50 individual measurements. Landmark type
HLDx-1 was used for the2.5m and 3.0m tests, while type
HLDx-2 was used for the3.5m and4.5m tests.

We conservatively estimate that the maximum error in
position was measured by hand is approximately0.5mm.

The results demonstrate the high level of accuracy that the
StarGazer system can achieve. For heights up to3.5m the
average measurement error was less than1%. This translates
to under2mm, in most cases, over a20cm change in position.

At the larger height of4.5m the error increased significantly
to about6%, or about1.1cm over the20cm change in position.

To gain an idea of the worst case error in the StarGazer
measurements, the largest error over all the measurements
taken in each test was also calculated. In all cases but one, the
largest error was between1 & 3 times the average error. The
largest error was still under2% for heights up to3.5m. In the
4.5m test case the largest error was only very slightly greater
than the average error. This could be due to the different
landmark type.

Repeatability test: This test was designed to determine
the repeatability or precision of the device. By this we mean
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TABLE II
FIELD OF VIEW AT DIFFERENT HEIGHTS(UNITS ARE IN CM AND DEG)

Height Threshold Avg.∆x Avg. % Largest %
Value measured error error

225 20.06 0.30 0.80

2.5m 235 20.03 0.16 0.30

245 20.01 0.05 0.30

225 20.11 0.54 1.40

3.0m 235 19.93 0.36 0.85

245 19.79 1.03 1.45

225 20.12 0.59 1.10

3.5m 235 20.18 0.89 1.25

245 20.21 1.04 1.55

225 21.11 5.55 6.65

4.5m 235 21.14 5.72 5.85

245 21.17 5.85 5.85

The Threshold Value is a number between0 & 255 and it corresponds
to the level for rejecting external interference in the images obtained
by the device. The user manual recommends a value in the range
210− 240 depending on the application.

the ability to obtain the same measurement in the exact same
position. This can be quantified by the spread of a number of
measurements. In our case we look at the standard deviation
and range of values. The repeatability was tested at various
positions in the field of view of the device to determine if it is
related to the distance from the center of the field of view to
the landmark. The larger standard deviations are observed at
the positions furthest from the center, and nearing the edgeof
the field of view. Another important thing to notice is that the
standard deviations of the y-position measurements are much
larger than those of the x-position measurements when we
move the tag along X-axis.

Figure 10 presents the variation in the standard deviation of
the measurements at each x-position averaged over different
threshold values. Even though this is not the behavior for all
thresholds it works for the averaged values.

B. The WLS system

Details about this low cost indoor localization system can
be seen in [13]. In this section we contrast the results with the
ones presented here for the StarGazer.

Height. For the range tested (2m to 4m.) both systems
work fine. However, landmarks for the WLS need to be bigger
because of the minimum tag distance required for the WiiMote
to detect two tags instead of integrate them in one tag. TableIII
shows the minimum tag distance required for different height
values.

Field of view. The WiiMote has a field of view of45
degrees, while the StarGazer was found to have a field of view
of approximately60 degrees. This means that fewer landmarks
are needed at the same ceiling height with the StarGazer. It
would not be a bad idea, however, to only use45 degrees of
the StarGazer’s field of view because as we have seen, the
precision deteriorates at the limits of the FOV.

TABLE III
M INIMUM DISTANCE BETWEEN TAGS (UNITS ARE IN CM AND DEG)

Height Minimum Angle
distance

50 1 1, 1458774

150 2, 9 1, 1076839

200 4, 4 1, 26045631

250 4, 7 1, 07712893

300 5, 3 1, 01219911

350 4, 7 0, 76938891

400 5, 7 0, 81645104

450 5, 7 0, 72573684

500 6, 2 0, 71045856

The distance depends on the height.

Fig. 10. Average standard deviation along the x-axe.

Refresh rate. The WiiMote image refresh rate is100Hz,
while the StarGazer reports localization data at10 − 20Hz.
The important difference is that the WiiMote image data must
be processed, while the StarGazer data is already in usable
form. Both systems are sufficiently fast for robots that move
at under1m/s.

Power efficiency is also a very important issue since the
illuminator array is installed on-board the robot. The stargazer
in general needs less power (0.84 ∼ 1.5W ) than the WLS.

In the WLS we have information about the position of
each tag that composes the landmark. This can be used
to implement other localization systems such as the ones
presented in [13] However, special care has to be taken when
other IR sources can be found in the FOV such as sunlight
when the robot navigates close to windows or shiny metal
bars on the ceiling that can reflect the IR led light. These
can produce false tag readings when the robot is below them.
However, it is very unlikely that a pattern resembling a valid
landmark is produced.

In general, we can conclude that both solutions work quite
well in most of the environments where the different tests have
been performed. Since the StarGazer is designed specifically
for localization, it outperforms the WLS in most of the
desired localization characteristics. The WiiMote also contains
a ±3g, 8-bit 3-axis accelerometer operating at100Hz and
an expansion port for even more capability that could be
integrated for robot localization even though it is not included
in this paper.
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VI. T HE WLS SYSTEM WITH RANDOM TAGS

One of the advantages of using the WiiMote is that the
position of the four IR light sources is provided. Therefore,
unlike the landmarks in figure 2, the retro-reflective tags can
be arranged in any other way. For example, if the distance
between the tags is increased, a more accurate robot angular
position can be obtained. That will solve one of the main
problems of the localization system described above. Tags can
even be randomly attached to the ceiling without being part
of a landmark. In this case, an issue to consider is the best tag
distribution bearing in mind the following goals:

• The robot should never “see” more than four tags.
• To completely locate itself, the robot should detect at least

two tags. Therefore, an ideal situation will be if the robot
sees always at least two tags.

A. TAG distribution

There are some tag distributions for some areas such as
corridors that can easily meet both conditions because of
the particularly geometry of the area. However, finding the
distribution that meets both conditions in big open areas isa
bigger challenge.

For localization, tags are distributed based on a pattern such
that the location of each tag can be easily computed [22]. Here,
we use and analyze the distribution pattern shown in figure 11.

Fig. 11. Tag distribution for an opening area.

The tag distribution of figure 11 is defined by the distance
between tags (d). To obtain the possible values of this distance
we should use the following two theorems:

Theorem 1: Considering that the area seen by the WiiMote
is a rectangle of sidesa (1024) andb (768). If the distanced
satisfies the following equations:

d >
b√
2
= 544 (3)

d < b = 768 (4)

Then:

1) The WiiMote field of view always includes at least one
tag.

2) The WiiMote field of view never includes more than
four tags.

Proof of the second point can be established constructing the
combinations of all possible five neighbour tags. None of them
fit in the rectangle of sidesb anda. The limit situation where
restriction (3) is not satisfied is presented in figure 11 (situation
2). Therefore, with restriction (3), the robot will never see
more than four tags. Proof of the first point can be obtained
because there is not such an area without tags if restriction(4)
holds.

Another situation to avoid is the robot turning in the same
place incrementing the odometry angular error. That could
happen if the robot rotates on one point with a tag right above
it.

Theorem 2: The robot cannot turn more than 90 degrees
without detecting two tags (situation 4 dotted rectangle) if
restriction (5) holds.

d <
1

2

√

a2 + b2 = 640 (5)

Proof of this theorem can be easily obtained from situation
4 of figure 11. If the robot is rotating right under the tag and
restriction 5 holds, it will not rotate more than90 degrees
without detecting more than two tags.

Another characteristic of this distribution is that the robot
cannot move linearly more than(2d

√
2) − a while detecting

only one tag. This corresponds to the situation of rectangle3
in figure 11.

B. The Localization system

A possible deterministic localization algorithm considers
two different situations depending on the number of tags
detected:

• One tag: only the robot’s planar (x,y) coordinates are
corrected in order to fit the tag position.

• More than one tag: the robot pose is obtained from two
tag readings.

This deterministic solution considers only two tag readings.
Other possible solutions that take into account all tag readings
have also been considered. One example is shown in fig 12.
First, the robot is moved from its last position according to
the odometry information. Next, the camera coordinates of the
map tags in the surrounding of the robot are obtained. In figure
12 these tags (A,B,C) are represented as ‘*’ and the observed
tags (a,b,c) as ‘o’. Let’s assume the tag reading points are part
of a rigid solid, the localization problem can be then seen as
finding the position of this “solid” that minimizes the sum of
distancesdAa, dBb anddCc. This is, knowing that (A,B,C) are
constants, we have to minimize:

f(ax, ay, bx, by, cx, cy) = dAa + dBb + dCc (6)

where

dAa = (Ax − ax)
2 + (Ay − ay)

2

dBb = (Bx − bx)
2 + (By − by)

2

dCc = (Cx − cx)
2 + (Cy − cy)

2

(7)
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Under the solid rigid distance restrictions:

dab = (ax − bx)
2 + (ay − by)

2 = const
dac = (ax − cx)

2 + (ay − cy)
2 = const

dbc = (bx − cx)
2 + (by − cy)

2 = const
(8)

A Newton-Raphson method has been implemented that
converges quite fast since the reading points are very close
to the tag maps. However, it is still quite a CPU intensive
process because it includes inverting an11x11 matrix in each
step.

Fig. 12. Localization problem seen as the equilibrium pointof a solid defined
by the readings and anchored to the Tags in the map by springs.A,B and C
are the tag maps and a,b,c are the readings.

Another way to view this is as a solid anchored with
springs that join the readings to the map tags. In this case,
the localization problem is equivalent to find the equilibrium
position of the solid. For example, in the case of detecting
three tags like in figure 12, the position could be obtained
solving the following equation system under the restrictions
of equation (8).

∑

Fx = (Ax − ax) + (Bx − bx) + (Cx − cx) = 0 (9)

∑

Fy = (Ay − ay) + (By − by) + (Cy − cy) = 0 (10)

∑

M = (Ax − ax)ay + (Ay − ay)ax + (Bx − bx)by−
(By − by)bx + (Cx − cx)cy − (Cy − cy)cx = 0

(11)
The first two equations (9), (10) correspond to the sum of

forces and the third (11) is the sum of momentum. However,
finding the analytical solution of this equation system is not
an easy task and it has several solutions because the solid
has several equilibrium points. Therefore, the sum of distances
dAa, dBb anddCc has to be obtained for each possible solution
and then the one with the minimum value chosen. This task
becomes more difficult when the WiiMote detects four tags.

The deterministic solution considering only two tag readings
works very well for environments where no other IR sources
can be found. If the building has a flat floor and a low-jerking
robot is used, an accurate position is obtained.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

Two infrared landmark measurement systems (the Hag-
isonic StarGazer and the WiiMote based system,) have been
evaluated. The landmarks for both systems include a set of
retroreflective tags with the same pattern. Comparing both
systems we can conclude the following points:

• The WLS landmarks are limited to four tags. This limits
the number of different landmark ID’s to 5 for this case.
The StarGazer system can use 25=32 IDs.

• The StarGazer system provides two kinds of landmarks:
Landmark type HLDx-1 was usable for heights over the
range of 2200mm to 4300mm and HLDx-2 worked from
3300mm. The WiiMote landmarks need to be bigger for
the same distance (high) than the StarGazer landmarks.

• The StarGazer system has a wider FOV (about 60o)
than the WLS (about 45o) even though the precision
deteriorates at the limits of the FOV.

• The StarGazer system has a higher level of accuracy
for the landmarks considered here. For heights of up to
3.5m the average measurement error was less than 1%.
However, for the WLS system we can build landmarks
with a bigger distance between tags obtaining better
orientation accuracy.

• The WiiMote image refresh rate is 100Hz, while the
StarGazer reports localization data at 10-20Hz.

In the WLS we have information about the position of
each tag that composes the landmark. This can be used
to implement other localization systems such as the ones
presented in [13]. However, special care has to be taken when
other IR sources can be found in the FOV such as sunlight
when the robot navigates close to windows or shiny metal
bars on the ceiling that can reflect the IR led light. These
can produce false tag readings when the robot is below them.
However, it is very unlikely that a pattern resembling a valid
landmark would be produced.

In general, we can conclude that both solutions work quite
well in most of the environments where the different tests have
been performed. Since the StarGazer is designed specifically
for localization, it outperforms the WLS in most of the
desired localization characteristics. The WiiMote also contains
a +/-3g 8-bit 3-axis accelerometer operating at 100Hz and
an expansion port for even more capability that could be
integrated for robot localization even though it is not included
in this paper.

Finally, we have also proposed a different tag arrangement
that was used with the WLS. A drawback of a localization
system based only on the reflective landmarks is the number
of tags needed. For a typical ceiling, four meters high and a
robot half a meter tall, the field of view of the IR camera is
an area of approximately9 square meters. This means that,
depending on the robot working area, a large number of tags
might be needed.

The WLS system with random tags proposed does not deal
well with noisy readings. A Kalman or a particle filter that
is able to deal with noisy readings, can take into account
information of all detected tags including odometry and allows
for a reduction in the number of tags needed. A possible
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solution for this case is presented in [13].
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A FastSLAM-based Algorithm for Omnidirectional
Cameras

Cristina Gamallo, Manuel Mucientes and Carlos V. Regueiro

Abstract—Environments with a low density of landmarks are
difficult for vision-based Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
(SLAM) algorithms. The use of omnidirectional cameras, which
have a wide field of view, is specially interesting in these
environments as several landmarks are usually detected in each
image. A typical example of this kind of situation happens in
indoor environments when the lights placed on the ceiling are
the landmarks. The use of omnivision combined with this type
of landmarks presents two challenges: the data associationand
the initialization of the landmarks with a bearing-only sensor.
In this paper we present a SLAM algorithm based on the well-
known FastSLAM approach [1]. The proposal includes a novel
hierarchical data association method based on the Hungarian
algorithm, and a delayed initialization of the landmarks. The
approach has been tested on a real environment with aPioneer
3-DX robot.

Index Terms—Simultaneous Localization and Mapping; Fast-
SLAM; Omnidirectional camera; Hungarian Association;

I. I NTRODUCTION

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping (SLAM) has at-
tracted the attention of many researchers in the last decade.
The first proposals were based on Extended Kalman Filters
(EKFs) using range sensors like laser range scanners [2], [3]
or ultrasound sensors [4], [5]. The use of cameras for SLAM,
known as visual SLAM, is a more recent line of research and
has received an increasing attention in the last years. The first
work for visual SLAM was presented by Davison in 1998 [6].
The use of cameras is interesting as they are low-cost, light
and compact sensors and, also, because they provide richer
information of the environment, as colour and texture.

One of the most widely used configurations in visual SLAM
has been stereo vision [7], [8], [9]. Stereo cameras can provide
3D information into a single measurement, so traditional
SLAM algorithms can be applied without modifications. The
main drawback of this type of sensor is the limited 3D range.
On the other hand, the use of monocular cameras allows the
detection of very far objects. However, they are bearing-only
sensors, i.e., they do not provide information about distance
or depth. Therefore, a mechanism to estimate the 3D position
of the landmarks needs to be incorporated.

An important issue in visual SLAM is data association,
which solves the correspondence between measurements and
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landmarks. The most simple technique for data association
is Maximum Likelihood (ML) [10], which assigns the mea-
surement to the nearest landmark that has not been associated
yet. This approach is the most widely used for SLAM [11],
[7], [12]. However, this technique is brittle if there are several
equally likely hypotheses (Fig. 1(a)). This ambiguity is usual
in robotics when landmarks are indistinguishable among each
other, and it comes from two sources: i) pose uncertainty (Fig.
1(b)) and ii) because landmarks can be quite close to each
other and have uncertainty.

If a wrong data association is picked, this decision can have
a catastrophic result on the accuracy of the resulting map.
Several strategies [13] have been developed in order to deal
with ambiguity in noisy environments. For example, Monte
Carlo Data Association [14] assigns the correspondences prob-
abilistically in accordance to their likelihoods. However, as
happens with ML, it is a local method and it considers each
measurement independently to establish the correspondences,
and not the set of measurements as global methods do.

Global methods make the joint data association between
all measurements and landmarks based on a global score.
This type of methods are better to cope with the ambiguity
introduced by the noise of the sensors and the pose un-
certainty. A typical representative of global methods is the
Hungarian algorithm [15], which solves linear assignment
problems in polynomial time for several measurements and
landmarks. Another approach is presented in [16], [5], where
they process multiple observations jointly, and consider the
geometric relationships between a set of landmarks to test
the correspondence vector. This method can only be applied
on approximations that use features of the environment with
geometric relationships.

In this paper, we present a SLAM algorithm for omnivision.
The omnidirectional camera has a fish-eye lens with a very
wide field of view (FOV). The landmarks of the environment
are the ceiling lights and, therefore, the camera is equipped
with a band-pass IR filter. This makes features extraction
easier, as the filter only detects those objects that emit in
the IR spectrum. The proposal is based on the FastSLAM [1]
algorithm, but modified for bearing-only sensors. The main
contributions of the paper are: i) the data association, which
is hierarchical and based on the Hungarian algorithm [15],
to deal with the bearing-only sensor and, also, because the
landmarks are indistinguishable among each other; ii) the
initialization of the landmarks, that takes into account a bunch
of measurements associated to the candidate landmark.

The paper is structured as follows. First, we briefly review
the related work for bearing only visual SLAM. Sec. III
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(a) Measurements ambiguity.

Robot pose 

uncertainty

Robot pose 

uncertainty

(b) Different data association hypotheses for different robot poses.

Fig. 1. Typical problems for data association in SLAM. Landmarks are represented by triangles, and the measurements by arrows.

describes the proposed algorithm and Sec. IV presents the ex-
perimental results. Finally, Sec. V points out the conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK IN BEARING-ONLY VISUAL SLAM

Monocular cameras are bearing-only sensors, as they only
provide information on the orientation of the objects detected
in the image. As depth information is not available, 3D
positions of objects cannot be obtained with a single image.
The approaches to solve this problem, known as landmark
initialization in bearing-only SLAM, can be grouped in two
categories: delayed an undelayed solutions [17]. A represen-
tative approach to undelayed initialization is [18]. The initial
state of the landmarks was approximated with a sum of
Gaussians that augment the state of the EKF. However, the
most usual approach is the delayed initialization mechanism,
which requires the use of several images to estimate the
3D positioning of the landmark. [19] presents a landmark
initialization algorithm based also in a sum of Gaussians but
without including this information in the state vector. Also,
in [20] a particle filter to estimate the initial position of the
landmarks was described.

The use of omnivision cameras in SLAM allows to track
the detected features over long distances, as these cameras
have a very wide FOV. Therefore, the initialization processis
well conditioned by the numerous observations of the same
landmarks. The first paper, as far as we know, that used this
type of camera was [21]. In that proposal, the landmarks
were initialized using a delayed mode for two poses: the
triangulation of the measurements was compared to existing
relationships of the tags already in the map. In [22], the true lo-
cation of the landmarks was approximated by the intersection
point of two lines. Finally, [11] presents a minimalist approach
based on a topological map for environments of medium to
large size.

Although most of the visual SLAM approaches are based
on EKFs [20], [22], [23], there are also approaches based on
FastSLAM [12], on decoupling the pose error from the map
error [21], etc.

III. SLAM A LGORITHM

The solution to the SLAM problem presented in this work
is an extension of the FastSLAM 2.0 algorithm [1]. The
novelties of the proposal are the data association process,
and the initialization of the landmarks. This modificationsare

necessary as the sensor is bearing-only, and the landmarks
are indistinguishable among each other. FastSLAM algorithms
use a Rao-Blackwellized particle filter [10], i.e., a filter that
represents the posterior with a combination of particles and
Gaussians. For FastSLAM, the particles estimate the robot
path, while the landmarks are filtered with EKFs. The main
contributions of our approach are:

• Hierarchical data association based on the Hungarian
algorithm . As the sensor is bearing-only, and the land-
marks are indistinguishable, it is necessary to implement
a data association method. Our algorithm classifies the
landmarks in two categories: regular landmarks (named
landmarks in what follows) and candidate landmarks.
The landmarks compose the map, while the candidate
landmarks are those for which initialization was not
possible yet. The data association has to take into account
that the candidate landmarks are not reliable, i.e., most
of the candidate landmarks will disappear, and only few
of them will be transformed to landmarks. Therefore,
priority is given to the association of the measurements
to the current landmarks, while only those measurements
that were not associated in the first stage will be included
for the association with the candidate landmarks. This
hierarchical data association is based on the Hungarian
algorithm for each of the levels of the hierarchy. The
Hungarian method is able to obtain the best association
between the set of measurements and the set of landmarks
in polynomial time.

• Landmarks initialization . We propose an initialization
mechanism for the landmarks in which the 3D position
of each landmark is obtained through several consecutive
detections from different positions. Moreover, the process
requires to approximate the inverse model of the camera
with a look-up table, in order to obtain the angles of each
feature from the pixels in the image.

Our proposal is shown in Alg. 1. It receives the set ofNzt
measurements (zt) at the current timet, the control (ut) and
the previous set of particles (Yt−1). Each particlek contains
an estimated robot pose denoted as(xkt−1

), a map ofNk
t−1

landmarks{Bk1,t−1, . . . , B
k
Nk

t−1,t−1
}, and the set ofηkt−1

candidate landmarks{Ck
1,t−1

, . . . , Ck
ηk
t−1,t−1

}. A landmark

j is defined with a Gaussian of meanµkj,t−1
and covariance

Σkj,t−1
, and with the number of times it has been detected

(ikj,t−1
). Each candidate landmark has a set of measurements
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Algorithm 1 FasSLAM algorithm for Omnivision.

SLAM (Zt, ut, Yt−1)
1: for k = 1 to M do
2: Get particlek from Yt−1:

xkt−1
, {Bk

1,t−1
, . . . , Bk

Nk
t−1,t−1

},

{Ck
1,t−1

, . . . , Ck
ηk
t−1,t−1

}

3: x̂t = g
(
xkt−1, ut

)

4: measurementsLikelihood()
5: Ψ = dataAssociation(Φ)
6: robotPoseUpdate()
7: landmarksUpdate()
8: end for
9: Yt = sampling(Ŷt)

{zkt−n, . . . , z
k
t−1} that could be transformed into a landmark

if the initialization conditions are fulfilled. The steps ofthe
algorithm can be grouped in the following blocks:

• A main loop that iterates for each of theM particles
(Alg. 1 lines 1- 8) to obtain the particle weights (wk).

– Measurements likelihood.For each combination of
landmarks and measurements, calculate the likeli-
hood of the association (φl,j) (Alg.2).

– Data association.Solve the data association (Alg. 1
line 5).

– Robot pose update.The mean and covariance of
the proposal distribution will be calculated with the
contribution of each of the associated landmarks.
Finally, the pose of the robot will be sampled from
that distribution (Alg. 3).

– Landmarks update.Update each landmark using an
EKF and calculate the importance weight (wk) for
each particle (Alg. 4).

• Resampling. The new set of particles (Yt) is generated
by sampling the updated particle set (Ŷt) with probabil-
ities proportional to the particle weights (wk) using low
variance sampling (Alg. 1 line 9).

In the following subsections, the measurement model, the
data association, the robot pose update, the landmarks update,
and the landmarks initialization will be described in more
detail.

A. Measurement model

The sensor model is a feature-based model, where the
features are the lights placed on the ceiling of the environment.
These features are extracted from the images obtained by an
omnidirectional camera following a detection process thatwas
widely described in [24]. The output of the feature extraction
process is a list of pixel coordinates(ul, vl), that represent the
centroid of each featurel. This list must be transformed into
a measurements list (zt,l), where each measurement is given
by the azimuth and elevation angles( ϕl,t, θl,t).

The camera follows a projection model developed by Pajdla
and Bakstein [25] that indicates how a 3D point can be
transformed to a pixel in a 2D image. The model is described

as a function of two angles, the azimuth (ϕ) and the elevation
(θ):

r = a ∗ tan θ
b
+ c ∗ sin θ

d

ul = u0 + r ∗ cos ϕ
vl = β ∗ (v0 + r ∗ sin ϕ)





(1)

wherea, b, c, dare parameters of the model,(u0, v0) are the
coordinates of the pixel at the center of the image, andβ is
the ratio between the width and the height of a pixel.

The transformation of the measurements requires the inverse
camera model, i.e., given a pixel the inverse model returns
the coordinates of the 3D point in the world. However, the
camera model equations are not invertible. This has been
solved through a look-up table: given the coordinates of a
pixel, the look-up table provides the values ofϕ andθ. Fig. 2
shows a graphical representation of the look-up table. The
table only needs to be generated once, and this can be done
off-line. The process is as follows:

1) Sample the values ofϕ andθ with precisionsδϕ andδθ.
Equations 1 are used to obtain the corresponding pixel
coordinates.

2) Store, for each pixel, the maximum and minimum values
of ϕ andθ, as a range of values could correspond to the
same pixel.

(a) ϕ (white= π, black=−π) (b) θ (white= π/2, black= 0)

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the values ofϕ and θ provided by the
look-up table for each image pixel.

B. Measurements likelihood

The set of data associations (Ψ) between the measurements
and the landmarks is decided based on the probability that
featurel corresponds to landmarkj (φl,j) (Alg. 2). The loop
from lines 1 to 13 iterates for all landmarks in order to estimate
all the φl,j values (Alg. 2 line 11). Each probability depends
on the measurement (zt,l), the predicted measurement (ẑl,j,
Alg. 2 line 10) and the measurement innovation covariance
matrix (Qj,l) (Alg. 2 line 6).

The measurement innovation covariance matrix (Qj,l) is
calculated taking into account the noise in the measurement
(Qt), the previous covariance of the landmark (Σkj,t−1

), and
the Jacobian ofh (measurement model) with respect to the
measurement model variables. Moreover, the predicted co-
variance of the robot pose taking into account landmarkj
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Algorithm 2 Measurements likelihood algorithm
MeasurementsLikelihood()

1: for j = 1 to Nk
t−1 do

2: zj = h
(
µkj,t−1

, x̂t
)

3: Hx,j = ∇xt
h
(
µkj,t−1

, x̂t
)

4: Hm,j = ∇mj
h
(
µkj,t−1

, x̂t
)

5: for l = 1 to Nzt do
6: Qj,l = Ql,t +Hm,jΣ

k
j,t−1

Hm,j
T

7: Σx,j,l = [Hx,j
TQ−1

j,l Hx,j +R−1

t ]−1

8:

9: µxt,j,l = Σx,j,lHx,j
TQ−1

j,l (zt,l − zj) + x̂t
10: ẑl,j = h (µj,t−1, µxt,j,l)
11:

φl,j = (2π)
−

Dim(Qj,l)
2 |Qj,l|

−
1
2

exp

{
−
1

2
(zt,l − ẑl,j)

TQ−1

j,l (zt,l − ẑl,j)

}

12: end for
13: end for

(Σx,j,l) depends on two terms: the motion noise (Rt), and the
measurement innovation covariance matrix (Qj,l).

The predicted measurement for landmarkj (ẑl,j) is esti-
mated fromµxt,j,l, which corresponds to the estimated robot
pose (using the motion model) plus a correction due to the
assignment of measurementl to landmarkj. This correction
is proportional to two terms. The first one can be interpreted
as the gain (in the same sense as the Kalman gain), and is in-
versely proportional to the measurement innovation covariance
matrixQj,l, i.e. the higher the confidence in the measurement
innovation (lower covariance), the higher the gain. Moreover,
the gain is directly proportional to the proposal distribution
covarianceΣx,j,l, which means that the lower the confidence
on the motion prediction (high covariance) the higher the gain
(the correction due to the measurement has a high influence).
On the other hand, the second term is the difference between
the measurement and the prediction in the position of the
landmarkzt (Alg. 2 line 2).

C. Data association

Data association is carried out hierarchically following
the Hungarian method. In the first level, measurements are
assigned to the landmarks. Those measurements that have
not been associated in the first level are associated to the
candidate landmarks in the second stage. In this way, priority
in the association is given to the landmarks, as the candidate
landmarks are not reliable (many of them are created, but only
a few will be initialized).

The Hungarian method is a combinatorial optimization al-
gorithm that solves the correspondence problem in polinomial
time. The method requires the construction of a cost matrix
(Φ) with sizeNzt ×

(
Nk
t−1 +Nzt

)
. Each elementφl,j with

j ≤ Nk
t−1

represents the probability that measurementl is
assigned to landmarkj (Line 11, Alg. 2). The elements with
j > Nk

t−1 represent the probability that a measurementl
comes from a new landmark (Pnew).

Given the cost matrix, the Hungarian method returns a
hypothesis or ambiguity matrix where each element (ĉl,j) takes
a value of 1 or 0, indicating whether or not measurementl is
associated to landmarkj. The ambiguity matrix fulfills the
following conditions:

∑

j

ĉl,j = 1, ∀l and
∑

l

ĉl,j ǫ {0, 1} , ∀j (2)

The first condition indicates that each measurement must
be assigned either to a landmark or to a new landmark. The
second condition reflects that a landmark can have an assigned
measurement or not.

D. Robot pose update

The robot pose (Alg. 3 line 14) is sampled from a proposal
distribution that considers both the motion and the observa-
tions. This proposal distribution is modelled as a Gaussianwith
meanµxt

and covarianceΣxt
. The parameters of the Gaussian

are estimated starting from the sampled posex̂t andRt, and
iteratively adding the corrections due to the assignment of
measurementzt,ψj

to landmarkj (Alg. 3 lines 6 to 11).

Algorithm 3 Robot pose update algorithm
RobotPoseUpdate()

1: if
Nk

t−1∑
j=1

ψj == 0 then

2: xkt ∼ p
(
xt|x

k
t−1

, ut
)

3: else
4: Σx,0 = Rt
5: µx,0 = x̂t
6: for j = 1 to Nk

t−1
do

7: if ψj > 0 & type (j) == 1 then
8: Σx,j = [Hx,j

TQ−1

j,ψj
Hx,j +Σ−1

x,j−1
]−1

9: µxt,j = µxt,j−1 +
Σx,jHx,j

TQ−1

j,ψj

(
zt,ψj

− zj
)

10: end if
11: end for
12: Σxt

= Σx,j
13: µxt

= µx,j
14: xkt ∼ N (µxt

, Σxt
)

15: end if

It is important to be careful with the order in which the
landmarks are processed to generate the proposal distribution
as, in each iteration, the covariance of the proposal becomes
smaller and the influence of the landmark in the mean of the
proposal is lower. Therefore, landmarks with lower covariance
(higher confidence) are processed in first place and, in case
of having the same covariance, that with a lowerϕ will be
selected.

Finally, if none of the measurements have been assigned
to previous landmarks, then the pose is generated sam-
pling from the probability distribution of the motion model
p
(
xt|x

k
t−1

, ut
)

(Alg. 3 line 2).
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E. Landmarks update

The update of the landmarks and the estimation ofŵ (the
contribution of each landmark to the weight of the particle)are
defined in different ways depending on the type of landmark
and measurement association (Alg. 4). Two different situations
are possible:

• Landmarks with assigned measurements (Alg. 4 lines 3-
18).

• Landmarks not seen in the current iteration (Alg. 4 lines
18- 25). There are two possibilities:

– The landmark is outside the perceptual range of the
sensor.

– The landmark is inside the perceptual range of the
sensor.

For the first situation,ikj,t is incremented as the landmark
has been detected. The update of the landmarks follows
the standard EKF update process: first the Kalman gainK
is obtained (Alg. 4 lines 8) using the previous landmark
covarianceΣkj,t−1

and the measurement innovation covariance
matrix Q̃j . Although the measurement innovation covariance
matrix Q̃j was estimated previously, it must be estimated again
because the Jacobian of the measurement model with respect
to the measurement model variablesH̃m,j depends of the robot
pose and, now, the estimated pose (xkt ) is more reliable than
the predicted posêxt. The same applies to the prediction of
the measurement̃zj (Alg. 4 line 5).

Then, the meanµkj,t is updated proportionally to the gain
and the difference between the measurement and its prediction.
A high Kalman gain means that the confidence in the update
is high. This can occur if the previous landmark covariance
was high and also, if the measurement innovation covariance
is low (high confidence).

The contribution of the landmark to the weight of the par-
ticle (ŵ) represents the probability of association between the
measurementzt,ψj

and the landmarkj. It is calculated from a
Gaussian distribution with meañzj (predicted measurement)
and covarianceL. This covariance is proportional to the noise
motion (Rt) and Q̃j .

When the landmark has not been associated to any measure-
ment, its mean and covariance remains unchanged. Moreover,
if the landmark is in the perceptual range, the counterikj,t is
decremented (Alg. 4 line 22). The weightŵ is estimated based
of the probability of visibility of the landmark (pin). Finally,
the weight of each particlewk is calculated as the product
over all the weights for each landmark in the map (Alg. 4 line
26), as we assume independence among the landmarks.

F. Landmarks types and initialization

The generation of new landmarks from candidate land-
marks, and the modification of the type of each land-
mark takes place at the end of the algorithm, in functions
updateCandidateLandmarks() andupdateLandmarksType():

1) updateCandidateLandmarks():The candidate landmarks
are updated with the measurements that were not associated
to the landmarks of the map. The correspondences of each
candidate landmark with the features is decided on the second

Algorithm 4 Landmarks update algorithm
LandmarksUpdate()

1: wk = 1
2: for j = 1 to Nk

t−1 do
3: if ψj > 0 then
4: ikj,t = ikj,t−1

+ 1
5: z̃j = h

(
µkj, t−1

, xkt
)

6: H̃m,j = ∇mj
h
(
µkj,t−1

, xkt
)

7: Q̃j = Qψj ,t + H̃m,jΣ
k
j,t−1

H̃T
m,j

8: K = Σkj,t−1
H̃T
m,jQ̃

−1

j

9: µkj,t = µkj,t−1
+K

(
zt,ψj

− z̃j
)

10: Σkj,t =
(
I −KH̃m,j

)
Σkj,t−1

11: if type (j) == 1 then
12: H̃x,j = ∇xt

h
(
µkj,t−1

, xkt
)

13: L = H̃x,jRtH̃
T
x,j + Q̃j

14:

ŵ = (2π)
−

Dim(L)
2 |L|

−
1
2

exp

{
−
1

2

(
zt,ψj

− z̃j
)T
L−1

(
zt,ψj

− z̃j
)}

15: else
16: ŵ = 1
17: end if
18: else
19: µkj,t = µkj,t−1

20: Σkj,t = Σkj,t−1

21: ŵ = 1− pin
22: if µkj,t−1

is inside perceptual range ofxkt then
23: ikj,t = ikj,t−1

− 1
24: end if
25: end if
26: wk = wk · ŵ
27: end for
28:

{Ck
1,t, . . . , C

k

ηk
t ,t

} =

updateCandidateLandmarks
(

zt,Ψ
k
t , {C

k
1,t−1, . . . , C

k

ηk
t−1,t−1

},
)

29:
(

{Bk
1,t, . . . , B

k

Nk
t ,t

}, {Ck
1,t, . . . , C

k

ηk
t ,t

}
)

=

updateLandmarksType
(

{Bk
1,t−1, . . . , B

k

Nk
t−1,t−1

}, {Ck
1,t, . . . , C

k

ηk
t ,t

}
)

level of the data association process (see Sec. III-C), based on
the probabilityp(zt,l|xt, Cj,t−1). This probability is obtained
from a Gaussian distribution with mean̂zl,t and covariance
Qj,l.

Given the correspondences obtained in the data association,
the following situations may occur:

• Candidate landmark (Ckj ) has an assigned measurement.
The measurement is added to the candidate landmark,ikj
is increased, and the algorithm checks if initialization of
Ckj as a landmark is possible.

• The measurement belongs to a new candidate landmark.
The measurement is added toCkj and ikj is set to1.

• Candidate landmark (Ckj ) has no assigned measurements.
Update the value ofikj = ikj,t−1

− Inot, whereInot is the
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Fig. 3. Landmarks initialization.

number of consecutive iterations in which the candidate
landmark was not observed. Ifikj is not over 0, then delete
the candidate landmark.

Our sensor is bearing-only and, thus, from a single measure-
ment only anglesϕ and θ can be obtained for each feature.
However, in order to estimate the 3D position of a landmark
the distance to it (ρ) is also necessary. Therefore, at leastNZMin

measurements of the landmark must be taken from poses of
the robot that are far enough from each other (Fig. 3). A
candidate landmark (Ckj ) will become a landmark if it fulfills
the following requirements:

1) NZkj ≥ NZMin, whereNZkj is the number of measure-
ments associated along time to candidate landmarkCkj ,
andNZMin is a threshold.

2) Of all the calculated cross-points at leastNCROSSVALID

of them are valid. A cross-point is valid if it fulfills the
following properties:

a) The measurements used to obtain the cross-point
were taken from robot poses that are separated by
an angleANG > ANGMin.

b) The height of the cross-point is over the height of
the camera.

c) The probability of all the measurements (associated
to the candidate landmark) and the cross-point is
overPNew.

3) One of the valid cross-points has been generated from
the current measurementzt.

If the candidate landmark is initialized, its mean is set to
the pose of the valid cross-point with the highest probability
over all measurements, and its covariance is set to the default
initial covarianceΣ0.

2) updateLandmarksType():To add more reliability to the
system, landmarks in the map are classified into types I and
II. A landmark will be type I if has been initialized with
measurements taken from robot poses whose distances in the
XY plane from the valid cross-point are lower thanDMin.
Those landmarks that do not meet this condition will be type

II, although they have the same priority as type I landmarks
for data association.

The reliability of type II landmarks is lower that type I
landmarks, as they were initialized from measurements in
which the pose of the robot and the pose of the landmark
were far away, and this can cause erroneous initial positions.
Thus, they are not taken into account to estimate the pose of
the robot (Alg. 3, lines 6 to 11) or the weights of the particles
(Alg. 4, lines 11 to 17).

At each iteration,updateLandmarksType() checks if the
landmarks of type II fulfill the requirements of type I land-
marks. Moreover, all landmarks whose value ofikj is negative
will be deleted from the map.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Fig. 4. Test environment.

The proposed SLAM algorithm has been validated in a
sports hall (Fig. IV) with aPioneer 3-DX robot, and the
landmarks (lights on the ceiling) were placed at a height of
6.5m. The test environment has big windows that modify
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(a) Original image. (b) Detected features.

Fig. 5. Features detection.

the lightning conditions, occluding the landmarks that were
situated near them. The onboard omnidirectional camera was
placed at1.8m over the floor, in order to minimize the oc-
clusions due to people and a passband infrared filter was used
to make features extraction easier (Fig. IV). The configuration
parameters of the algorithm took the following values in all
the experiments:NZMin = 3, NCROSSVALID = 5, ANGMin =
1.22 rad (7◦), DMin = 8.0m, Σ0 = [0.0025 0.0; 0.0 0.0025]

andPNew = 1

2π
|Ql,t|

−
1
2 exp{− 64

2
}. The number of particles

was set to 10, as this size is sufficient to warrant the stability
of the system and to achieve accurate results.

Fig. 6 shows the result of one of the tests1. The distance
travelled by the robot was over85m and the area of the
environment was24×24m2. The camera captured320 images
at 1Hz, and the linear and angular velocities of the robot
were limited to 0.30m/s and 0.52 rad/s respectively. Fig.
6(a) shows the estimated trajectory and the obtained map and,
also, the real trajectory (GT robot) and the real map (GT
map). At the beginning of the trajectory (steps 0-80) the error
(Fig. 6(b)) increases as the landmarks have a high covariance
due to a recent initialization. Once the landmark positionsare
stabilized (step 100), the error in the position of the robotis
reduced. From steps 100 to 180 the error remains stable, as
the system detects landmarks in all the directions. Then, the
error starts to grow because the robot looses the referencesto
its right side, as landmarks 13 and 14 are not initialized yet.
The consequence of the increase in the position error is that
landmarks 13 and 14 are poorly initialized. The robot is able
to correct its pose when it sees again previous and well placed
landmarks (steps 230-270), and the error goes down near zero.
Next, as the covariances of landmarks 13 and 14 reduce, they
get influence in the correction of the pose of the robot, and
the error increases again as their positions at that moment are
still incorrect (steps 270-300). On the other hand, the error in
the angle of the robot is under0.087 rad (5◦) in most of the
time steps of the experiment.

1The associated video can be downloaded from
http://www.gsi.dec.usc.es/mucientes/videos/JOPHA13-SLAM.mp4

SLAM map (m) GT map (m) Error (m)
ID x y z x y z |x| |y| |z| ||xyz||

5 13.53 -5.61 6.80 13.5 -5.5 6.5 0.03 -0.113 0.299 0.32
6 13.61 -0.73 6.80 13.5 -1 6.5 0.11 0.2723 0.3 0.42
7 13.59 4.01 6.83 13.5 3.5 6.5 0.09 0.508 0.325 0.61
8 13.60 8.92 6.98 13.5 8.0 6.5 0.1 0.924 0.481 1.05

9 22.56 -5.43 6.54 22.5 -5.5 6.5 0.06 0.07 0.039 0.10
10 22.51 -0.98 6.48 22.5 -1 6.5 0.01 0.0232 -0.016 0.03
11 22.63 3.79 6.69 22.5 3.5 6.5 0.13 0.291 0.192 0.37
12 22.73 8.58 6.85 22.5 8.0 6.5 0.23 0.579 0.353 0.72

13 30.87 -5.92 6.39 31.5 -5.5 6.5 -0.63 -0.424 -0.114 0.77
14 31.18 -1.28 6.48 31.5 -1 6.5 -0.32 -0.278 -0.025 0.42

TABLE I
MAP ERROR

In this test, the robot returned 3 times to the same position
(steps 205, 298, 318) and, in all the cases, the robot recognized
the landmarks and closed the loop. The final map and its
comparison with the real map is detailed in Table I. The
mean and maximum errors in the position of the landmarks
are0.48m and1.05m. These values reflect the performance
of the SLAM algorithm as, although the sensor is bearing-
only, and the landmarks are detected far away from the camera
(always with at a distance over4.5m), their positions are quite
accurate.

This experiment was run 10 times, each one with a different
seed. Fig. 7 shows the average and maximum errors for each
seed, together with the mean and standard deviation of all
the executions. These values reflect that the proposed SLAM
algorithm is able to reliably estimate the pose of the robot and
the map, independently of the randomness due to the sampling
steps (Alg. 3 line 14, and Alg. 1 line 9).

A. Comparison between Hungarian and Maximum Likelihood
data associations

The same experiment was executed replacing the Hungarian
algorithm with ML data association [26]. The results are
shown in Figure 8. The errors in angle are slightly worse in
ML, but the errors in position are much higher for ML in
comparison with the Hungarian association: the average error

http://www.gsi.dec.usc.es/mucientes/videos/JOPHA13-SLAM.mp4
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Fig. 6. Trajectory, map and errors of one of the experiments.
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Fig. 7. Mean and maximum errors for 10 runs with Hungarian data association.
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Fig. 8. Mean and maximum errors for 10 runs with ML data association.

in position is a 13% higher, and the maximum error in position
is a 61% worse. Also, the standard deviation for position error
is much higher for ML association. Moreover, the maximum
errors with ML association are at the end of the trajectory, as
the algorithm is unable to close the last loop. As a result, new
landmarks are created in the bottom left part of the map Fig.
9, and the robot cannot recover its true location. Hungarian
association consistently closes all the loops for all the seeds,
while ML association fails to close the loops the 60% of the
executions.

V. CONCLUSIONS

A SLAM algorithm, based on FastSLAM, using omnivision
has been presented. Our system uses a bearing-only sensor,
and the landmarks are indistinguishable. The main novelties of
our proposal are the hierarchical data association based onthe
Hungarian algorithm and the way the landmarks are initialized.

Experiments have shown a great accuracy, both in the pose
of the robot and in the map, although the limitations of the
bearing-only sensor and the distance between the robot and
the landmarks. Also, we have evaluated the robustness of the
algorithm through several runs with different seeds, obtaining
in all the experiments good results. Moreover, we have studied
the influence of the use of a global data association (Hungarian

algorithm) in comparison with a local data association (Max-
imum Likelihood), showing that bearing-only visual SLAM
with this type of landmarks requires a global data association
to solve the SLAM problem reliably and accurately.
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Imitation System for Humanoid Robotics Heads
F. Cid, J.A. Prado, P. Manzano, P. Bustos and P. Núñez

Abstract—This paper presents a new system for recognition
and imitation of a set of facial expressions using the visual
information acquired by the robot. Besides, the proposed system
detects and imitates the interlocutor’s head pose and motion.
The approach described in this paper is used for human-robot
interaction (HRI), and it consists of two consecutive stages: i) a
visual analysis of the human facial expression in order to estimate
interlocutor’s emotional state (i.e., happiness, sadness, anger, fear,
neutral) using a Bayesian approach, which is achieved in real
time; and ii) an estimate of the user’s head pose and motion.
This information updates the knowledge of the robot about the
people in its field of view, and thus, allows the robot to use it
for future actions and interactions. In this paper, both human
facial expression and head motion are imitated by Muecas, a 12
degree of freedom (DOF) robotic head. This paper also introduces
the concept of human and robot facial expression models, which
are included inside of a new cognitive module that builds and
updates selective representations of the robot and the agents in
its environment for enhancing future HRI. Experimental results
show the quality of the detection and imitation using different
scenarios with Muecas.

Index Terms—Facial Expression Recognition, Imitation, Hu-
man Robot Interaction.

I. INTRODUCTION

Human Robot Interaction (HRI) is one of the most important
tasks in social robotics. In the last decades, HRI has become
an interesting research where different untrained users interact
with robots in real scenarios. Most of the HRI methodologies
use non-invasive techniques based on natural language (NL),
in a similar to the way people interact in their daily life.
Regarding this, verbal communication (speech, among others)
or non-verbal communication (corporal language, gestures or
facial expressiveness) have been successfully used for enhanc-
ing empathy, attention or understanding of social skills in a
human-machine interaction [1], [2].

Social robots are usually designed in order to enhance the
empathy and the attention of the HRI [3]. Thus, human shaped
robots are typically used for decreasing the gap between the
machine and the human communication styles. Besides, it
allows the robot to adapt itself to the emotional state of
the human interlocutor, which could be used for different
purposes in a social affective communication. In order to have
an efficient HRI, not only the robot shape is important, but also
the knowledge of different elements of the human interlocutor
state: pose in the environment, number of interlocutors in the
scenario or emotional state, among others. To acquire this
information, several techniques and methodologies have been
studied and applied, such as facial expression recognition [15],
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Fig. 1. Multi-modal HRI is usually based on visual and auditory information.

skeletal modeling [17], use of corporal language [19] or speech
recognition [20].

Therefore, in order to interact with people, robots have to
be able to perceive and share information with them using
visual and auditory messages. Natural language, in conjunction
with visual information is a very efficient method for an
interaction paradigm with robots (see Fig. 1). On one hand,
facial expression recognition provides an estimate of the inter-
locutor’s emotional state through the understanding of visual
information, providing support to the emotional responses of a
robot inside a social dialog through audio media or visual aids
creating a feedback for the content of the dialog [8]. In fact,
interactive NL-based communication provides a fast feedback
that is successfully used for handling errors and uncertainties.
On the other hand, the human behavior imitation has been
used for learning tasks and for enhancing the human-robot
communication. Imitation of motions and emotions plays an
important role in the cognitive development, and has been
studied in the last year in social robotics [7], [6]. Both visual
and auditory informations are used for mimicking human
expressions as a mean of developing social and communication
skills. Among social robots, the robotic head (e.g., Kismet[9],
Saya [10] or WE-4RII [21]) mainly imitates facial expressions
and corporal language, through the modification of the poses
of different mechanical elements, such as eyes and mouth.

The imitation of corporal language not only depends on
an accurate estimate of the user’s pose, but also on tracking
its motion. Most of the studies do not present solutions for
uncontrolled environments because they need of a previous
training with the user, or a high computational cost [11], [12].
The use of methods for estimating the pose and motions of
the user’s head allows other algorithms, such as the facial
expression recognition algorithm, to obtain information to
prevent errors in the detection or classification.

The proposed approach presents an imitation system which
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consists of two consecutive stages. First, a facial expression
recognition system that allows detection and recognition of
four different emotions (happiness, sadness, anger and fear)
besides of the neutral state is presented. This system is
based on a real-time Bayesian classifier where visual signal is
analyzed in order to detect the expressivity of the interlocutor.
The second part is a system that allows the robot to estimate
the user’s head pose and motion. The imitation system is
developed and presented in this approach, where a robotic
expressivity model is used as a bridge between the human
expressivity and the final robotic head. This model is part
of a new cognitive module that is able to build selective
representations of itself, the environment and the agents in it.
Finally, a set of experiments using a Muecas robotic head has
been carried out in order to present and comment the results
of the recognition and imitation systems.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section II, previous
works in facial expression recognition, estimate of position
and imitation systems are briefly described. Next, Section
III presents the emotional state models associated to both
interlocutors, robot and human, which are integrated inside
the cognitive architecture for the proposed social robot. In
Section IV, an overview of the proposed imitation system is
presented. In Section VIII, experimental results are pointed
out, and finally, Section IX describes the conclusions and
future work of the presented approach.

II. PREVIOUS WORKS

To achieve affective Human-Robot Interaction, this paper
primarily focuses on presenting different methodologies com-
monly used for facial expression recognition and imitation.
In the automatic recognition of emotions is necessary multi-
modal, that is, it requires of verbal and non-verbal channels
(face, gesture, body language), physiological signals or mid-
term activity modeling, among others [15], [23], [22]. One of
the most significant works used by the scientific community in
facial expression recognition using visual information is based
on Paul Ekman’s study [13], [14]. This author identifies and
classifies the facial expressions through the study of different
facial muscles in each expression, giving rise to the so-called
Facial Action Coding System (FACS). The recognition of fa-
cial expressions is a very diversified field in its classification or
detection methods, ranging from the use of active Appearance
Models (AAM) [24], Support Vector Machines (SVM) [6],
Gabor filter bank [25] and Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN).

On the other side, several authors use robots in domestic
environments with untrained users or people with disabilities
[4], [5]. In these works, authors achieve a natural HRI through
the generation of facial expressions by the robot with the goal
of maintaining a level of empathy and emotional attachment
to robots [3]. These facial expression and emotion generation
methods differ in the amount of facial expression that is
possible to generate by the robot due to physical constraint
[21]. In robotic heads with human-like characteristics such as
the robotic head used in this paper, different works provide
solutions for emotion generation depending on their physical
constraints [9].

Fig. 2. Description of the human emotion module within the proposed
cognitive architecture

Besides, the use of humanoid robotic heads in the HRI
promotes the imitation of not only facial expressions as
the position estimate for subsequent imitation of movements
by the robotic head. In many studies this estimate depends
on a previous training or marks [11], [12], showing poor
performance on actual tests. Other studies using specific points
(nose, mouth or eyes) [27], [26], presented better results but
with a low stability.

Finally, robot’s capability of imitating facial expressions and
movements determines the design of the heads used in social
robotics. Usually, imitation of facial expressions is achieved
through mobile elements of the head (e.g., eyelids, eyebrows,
eyes or mouth) [6], [21].

III. EMOTIONAL STATE MODELLING

The proposed approach is part of a new robotics cog-
nitive architecture that builds selective representations (i.e.
models) of the robot, the environment and the agents in
it. This cognitive architecture performs internal simulations
over these models to anticipate the outcome of future ac-
tions and interactions (e.g., safe navigation or path-planning,
grasping of objects or more complex interactions) as shown
in Fig. 2. The robotic head is represented by a mesh model
used to avoid collisions between the models. Model-based
representations of reality to help social robots achieve their
tasks have been used in the last years with interesting re-
sults [17]. In order to achieve an affective HRI, non-contact
interaction is modelled in the cognitive architecture, includ-
ing movements, gesture and facial expression recognition,
and detection of human emotional state. This last model is
presented in this paper. Thus, human and robot emotional
state models are similar and defined as: M{robot,human} =
{(m0, p0), (m1, p1), ...(m5, p5)}, where mi represents an
emotional state mi = {happy, sad, anger, fear, neutral}
for i= 1 to 5 and pi the probability of this emotional state
0 ≤ pi ≤ 1 and

∑
pi

= 1. Both models Mrobot and Mhuman

will be updated once the facial expression and emotional state
have been estimated by the proposed system.

IV. IMITATION SYSTEM

In this paper, an imitation system is presented. This system
consists of two parts: a facial expression recognition system
and estimate position and movements system, described in fig
3. The robot has a firewire camera in each eye, that allow it
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Fig. 3. Overview of the Imitation system proposed in this paper.

to obtain visual information for user detection. The imitation
system can imitate the facial expression and movements of the
user’s head, through Muecas robotics head.

V. FACIAL EXPRESSION RECOGNITION

In the first part, a real-time facial expressions recognition
system is presented. This system will be integrated inside
a cognitive architecture as a new module that provides a
representation of the agent’s and robot’s emotional states. The
proposed approach is described in Fig. 3. The robot acquires
the information using a firewire camera inside the robot’s eyes.
This measurement is preprocessed in order to estimate the
pose of the face in the robot’s surrounding. Then, once the
region of interest (i.e human face) is detected, the system
extracts facial features for the subsequent classification task.
This is achieved using a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN),
allowing the robot to recognize the emotional state associated
to the facial expression. In the next stage, the system updates
the emotional state of the agents in the communication (self
and interlocutor emotional state models), and finally, in the
imitation system the facial expression is played by the Muecas
robotic head’s avatar.

A. Facial expression recognition system

In the design of the classifier, our own interpretation of
FACS (Facial Action Coding System) is used, which drives a
set of random variables different from those defined by other
researchers. Each facial expression is composed by a specific
set of Action Units (Fig. 4). Each of these Action Units is
a distortion on the face induced by small muscular activity.
Normally, a well determined set of face muscles is associated
to a specific Action Unit, which can give the idea that all these
basic distortions are independent. Nevertheless, some of these
Action Units are antagonistic. One clear and understandable
example is the case of two Action Units related with the
lips corners: AU12 and AU15. When performing AU12, lips
corners are pulled up. Contrary, when performing the AU15,
the lip corners are pulled down. Therefore, the movements
of the lip corners could be considered independent because

Fig. 4. Action Units (AUs)

Fig. 5. Facial Expression Dynamic Bayesian network,three time
intervals are shown (t− 1, t, t+ 1).

they are performed by distinct muscle sets. However, when
analyzed visually they are antagonistic and exclusive.

The state space is assumed to be discrete, and in this case,
hidden Markov models (HMM) can be applied. A hidden
Markov model can be considered to be an instantiation of
a dynamic Bayesian network and thus exact inference is fea-
sible. Based in these principles, belief variables were defined
and a dynamic Bayesian classifier of facial expressions was
developed.

Facial Expression dynamic Bayesian network: The DBN
takes advantage of the existing antagonism in some AUs
to reduce the size of the dynamic Bayesian network. Thus,
instead of using the 11 AUs as leafs for our DBN (Dynamic
Bayesian Network), 7 variables are proposed. These variables
group the related antagonist and exclusive Action Units. The
two-level network structure is illustrated in figure 5. The
time influence that characterizes this network as a dynamic
Bayesian network is also represented in figure 5.
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In the first level of the dynamic Bayesian network’s there
is only one node. The global classification result obtained is
provided by the belief variable associated to this node: FE ∈
{Anger, Fear, Sad, Happy, Neutral}, where the variable
name stands for Facial Expression. Considering the structure
of the dynamic Bayesian network, the variables in the second
level have as parent this one in the first level: FE.

In the second level there are seven belief variables:

• EB ∈ {AU1, AU4, none} is a belief variable related to
the Eye-Brows movements. The events are directly related
to the existence of AU1 and AU4.

• Ch ∈ {AU6, none} is a belief variable which is related
to Cheeks movements; more specifically, the events indi-
cate if the cheeks are raised (AU6 is performed).

• LE ∈ {AU7, none} is a belief variable which is related
to the Lower Eyelids movements; AU7 is associated to
lower eyelids set to up.

• LC ∈ {AU12, AU15, none} is the belief variable re-
lated to the movements of the Lips Corners. When the
corners did not perform any movement then the event
none has a high probability. The event AU12 has a big
probability when the corners of the lips are pulled up. If
the lip corners moves down the event AU15 must have a
big probability.

• CB ∈ {AU17, none} is the belief variable collecting the
probabilities related to the Chin Boss movements. The
event none is related with the absence of any movement,
while the event AU17 had a great probability when the
chin boss is pushed upwards.

• MF ∈ {AU20, AU23, none} is the belief variable
related to the Mouth’s Form. The events AU20 and
AU23 indicated, respectively, if the mouth is horizontally
stretched or tightened.

• MA ∈ {AU24, AU25, none} is the belief variable
related to the Mouth’s Aperture. The events AU24 and
AU25 are related, respectively, with lips pressed together
or with lips relaxed and parted.

The movements performed by the human in one area of the
face can slightly affect muscles on other areas. However, this
influence is very small and cannot be detected by the cameras
of the robot. Thus, conditional independence among the 7
proposed variables was assumed.
The following equations illustrate the joint distribution asso-
ciated to the Bayesian Facial Expressions Classifier.

P (FE,EB,Ch,LE,LC,CB,MF,MA) =

P (EB,Ch,LE,LC,CB,MF,MA|FE) ∗ P (FE) =

P (EB|FE) ∗ P (Ch|FE) ∗ P (LE|FE) ∗ P (LC|FE)∗
P (CB|FE) ∗ P (MF |FE) ∗ P (MA|FE) ∗ P (FE)

(1)

The last equality is written assuming that the belief variables
in the second level of the dynamic Bayesian network are
independent.
From the joint distribution, the posterior can be obtained by
the application of the Bayes rule as follows:

P (FE|EB,Ch,LE,LC,CB,MF,MA) =

P (EB|FE) ∗ P (Ch|FE) ∗ P (LE|FE) ∗ P (LC|FE)∗
P (CB|FE) ∗ P (MF |FE) ∗ P (MA|FE) ∗ P (FE)/

P (EB,Ch,LE,LC,CB,MF,MA)

(2)

From the Bayesian marginalization rule we can calculate:

P (EB,Ch,LE,LC,CB,MF,MA) =∑
FE

P (EB|FE) ∗ P (Ch|FE) ∗ P (LE|FE)∗

P (LC|FE) ∗ P (CB|FE) ∗ P (MF |FE) ∗ P (MA|FE) ∗ P (FE)
(3)

As a consequence of the dynamic properties of the network,
convergence happens along time. The resultant histogram from
the previous frame is passed as prior knowledge for the current
frame. The maximum number of frames for convergence has
been limited to 5. If the convergence reaches a 80% threshold
before 5 frames, the classification is considered complete (Fig
6). If not it keeps converging up to the fifth frame. If the fifth
frame is reached and no value is higher than the threshold, the
classifier selects the highest probability value (usually referred
to as the maximum a posteriori decision in Bayesian theory)
as the classification result. The threshold is used as a control
measure for the classification errors generated in the detection
of the Action Units (AUs).

In figure 6, camera grabbing was set to 5 fps (for the initial
tests), therefore, the iteration axis represents the 5 utterances
that happen in one second. The expression axis is the selected
scope of possible expressions. Notice that the sum of prob-
ability at each iteration among the five possible expressions
is always 1. In examples (a), (b) and (c), respectively, inputs
were given for happy, neutral and anger; the dynamic Bayesian
network was capable of classifying the expected expression
with a fast convergence. In (d), an example of ambiguity
and misclassification is shown, where the expected result was
sad but the result of classification was fear. In the presented
example the obtained results are robust for the number of states
of the system, as shown in Fig 6.

VI. USER’S HEAD POSE ESTIMATION

In the second stage of the proposed imitation system, a
human head pose estimation system is presented. An overview
of the approach is described in Fig. 7. The robot obtains
the visual information from the firewire camera built in the
robot’s left eye. There is a first face-detection stage where the
biggest visible human face is picked as target. Then, a set
of key points is extracted from the image, mapped to a 3D
surface and tracked along time in order to get a head pose
estimation from each new frame. The human face detection is
accomplished using Viola-Jones’ cascade classifiers algorithm
[18]. After a human face is detected, an alignment check is
performed in order to guarantee that the face is looking straight
to the camera, with no rotation over any of its three axis. Also,
the region given by Viola-Jones’s algorithm is clipped to keep
only the ”central” part of the face in order to avoid certain
parts of the human face that may be difficult to track, such
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Fig. 6. Results from facial expression classifier.

as beards, neck, ears or hair. Key point extraction is fulfilled
using Good Features To Track algorithm, extracting the face’s
main corners. Once this first set of key points is extracted,
each point is projected over the surface of a cylinder with a
diameter equal to the image width. By doing this, a set of
3D points is created, which will be the main reference for
the following pose estimation process. Thus, the face shape
is being approximated to a cylinder. This may seem quite a
rough approximation, but it has been proven to be good enough
to work with any human test subject, instead of some more
human-like projection surfaces. After these two initialization
phases the initial key point set and the reference 3D model
are built. Next, there will be one tracking phase performed by
using Lukas-Kanade’s optical flow algorithm, in which any not
tracked key point will cause its correspondent 3D reference
point to be dropped from the set. After this phase, if the
percentage of lost key points has risen to a certain threshold
the whole algorithm will be reset to avoid wrong estimations.
If after the tracking phase the key point set is still big enough
the pose estimation phase begins. The output of this phase is
the pose estimation of the human head, meaning a translation
vector T and a rotation matrix R. This estimation is performed
using the POSIT algorithm. This algorithm calculates, after
a number of iterations, which is the (R, T ) transformation
that, applied to the reference set of 3D points, will cause its
projection to be as similar as possible to the current tracked
key points.

VII. IMITATION SYSTEM IN ROBOTICS HEAD

Imitation is a key process in several social robotics appli-
cations as a means of developing social and communication
skills (e.g learning or movement imitation in the context of
HRI). In order to achieve a realistic imitation of the user,

Fig. 7. Overview of the estimate pose and motion system proposed in this
paper.

Fig. 8. a) 12DOF Robotics head Muecas; and b) Robotics Head Mueca’s
avatar.

this imitation system can recognize facial expressions, besides
estimated position and movements of the head user. In most of
facial expression mimicking approaches, visual and auditory
information are used for achieving a multi-modal imitation
system. In addition, it has been demonstrated that a more
realistic communication derives from a robotic head with
similar characteristics and movements to a human face [9].
Thus, a facial expression imitation system is described in this
paper, where visual information is used to perform non-verbal
communication in a more friendly and intuitive way using the
Muecas robotic head (Fig 8a). with a graphical representation
using virtual model (avatar) (Fig 8b). Besides, a mesh model
is used for allowing the robot to be pro-active, by interpreting
sensory information to predict the immediately relevant future
inside the cognitive architecture.

1) Robotic head Muecas: The robotic head Muecas consists
of 12 DOF and it has been designed by Iadex S.L in cooper-
ation with RoboLab as a mean to transmit facial expressions
and body lenguage for social robots [30]1. One of the main
goals in the design of Muecas was to imitate the movements
and human emotional states according to the anatomy of the
human head. Thus, for generation of facial expressions,the
movement of the elements present in the recognition of facial
expressions (e.g., eyes, eyebrows or mouth, among others)
is similar to those of the human face, resulting in simplest
and most natural imitations. Besides, for the imitation of the
movements of the head user as: yaw, roll and pitch. The neck
of the robot presents a combination of motors for imitating
the human muscles, described in the fig 10.

Muecas has also its own virtual model, which consists
of 16 DOF, with four degrees more than the real robotic

1For more information, you can visit www.robolab.unex.es
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Emotion AUs Muecas’ Component
Neutral - -
Happy AU6-AU12-AU25 Eyebrows-Eyelids-Eyes-Mouth

Sad AU1-AU4-AU15-AU17 Eyebrows-Eyelids-Eyes
Fear AU1-AU4-AU20-AU25 Eyebrows-Eyelids-Mouth

Anger AU4-AU7-AU17-AU23-AU24 Eyebrows-Eyelids

TABLE I
MOVEMENTS FOR THE ROBOTIC HEAD MUECAS’ COMPONENTS

ASSOCIATED TO THE EMOTION RECOGNITION

Fig. 9. a) Facial expression estimated by the recognition system; and b)
Facial expressions imitated on the Muecas’ avatar.

head (Eyelids). Besides, the mesh model of the robotic head
is used as a bridge between the facial expression estimated
by the system and the emotion reproduced by the robotic
head, performing the necessary retargeting. That is, before
generating facial expression and movements in the real robotic
head, the system tries to generate all the cinematic chain of
the mechanical motions and graphic representation of each
imitated expression and movements of the head user through
the avatar.

2) Facial Expression Generation: Facial expressions are
detected and recognized using the recognition system de-
scribed in Section V-A. Four different emotional states are es-
timated (i.e. Happiness, sadness, fear and anger), also a neutral
state (i.e. no expression associated with an emotion). Fig. 9a
illustrates the facial expressions estimated by the recognition
system for different examples. These facial expressions are
then mapped over the mesh model, modeling each one of the
movements needed to generate the emotional state. Table I
describes the set of mobile elements of the robotic head and
the AUs for each emotion. In Fig. 9b the facial expressions
generated by the mimicking system are illustrated using the
virtual model of the robotic head.

3) Imitation of the user’s head pose: The imitation system
of the user’s head motion is based on the detection and tracking
system described in Section VI. Thus, the robot Muecas
mimics the head pose according to the rotation and translation
matrices (R, T ) previously estimated by the system. In Fig. 11
the estimate of the user’s head pose is shown. Four different
examples are illustrated where different yaw, roll and pitch
angles are modified. In fig. 10, the robotics head Muecas
imitates the head pose and its motion. In order to generate
the different movements of the head, the mapping over the
mesh model prevents collisions and generate the cinematic
chain of the mobile elements. Due to the mechanical constraint
of the robot Muecas, in order to acquire the image data and
after estimating and tracking the head pose, the motors of the

Fig. 10. Description of the robotics head movements using ”Muecas” avatar.

Fig. 11. Results of the User’s head pose imitation system.

robotic eyes dynamically changed the tilt and pan.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, a set of tests has been performed in order
to evaluate the effectiveness of the imitation system described
in this paper. The software to control the system is built on
top of the robotics framework RoboComp [28]. Making use of
the components and tools it provides and its communication
middleware, an easy to understand and efficient architecture
has been developed.

The relationships between the different components used for
the experimental setup have been drawn in Fig. 12. The main
components of the proposed system are MuecasemotionComp
and Face3DTrackerComp. They are connected, directly or
indirectly, to the rest of the software components, such as:
camera or robotic head among others (In the figure, not all
components of the robotic head Muecas have been drawn to
provide a simple explanation). The RGB image is provided by
the cameraComp component, which sends it to Muecasemo-
tionComp and Face3DTrackerComp components that estimate
the facial expressions and pose of the interlocutor.

This components also updates: the movements of the robotic
head, the robot and human emotional state models. that assigns
the motion of each mobile element of the robotic head in order
to generate a realistic facial expression or natural movements
of the robotic neck. Then, MuecasavatarComp is used as a
bridge between the imitation system (facial expression recog-
nition and the estimated pose) and the robotic head Muecas
(MuecasComp). Once the robotic head receives the positions
of each mobile element, each motor commands are received
and executed by its associated dynamixelComp.

Since the system was designed an implemented using com-
ponent oriented design/programming, these components can
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Fig. 12. Dependence Relationships between the different components used
in the proposed approach.

Test Percent of correctly detected facial expression (pi)
Sad 74%

Happy 89%
Fear 95%

Anger 79%

TABLE II
ROBUSTNESS OF THE FACIAL EXPRESSION RECOGNITION SYSTEM

be easily used for other purposes, which is a very important
feature in robotics development.

In order to evaluate the recognition and imitation of facial
expressions, a set of experimental tests has been achieved
in a real HRI scenario. A human interlocutor is located
opposite to the robot, achieving different facial expressions
(from sadness to happiness) in a continue mode. The proposed
system is running on-line, acquiring and estimating the facial
expressions in real-time (firewire camera acquires data at 25
fps). Then, the system updates the emotional state models
(Mrobot, Mhuman) and imitates the facial expression using
Muecas in real-time too. These experiments are run 20 times
with different interlocutors and generating different facial
expressions. An example of the results are shown in the Table.
II, where the evolution of each pi is given. Robustness of
the approach is given in Table II for the set of experiments
achieved in the described scenario. As shown in Table II, the
most of the facial expressions are correctly estimate.

The second part of the system are based on the estimate of
the user’s head pose and motion. For a correct evaluation of
the system, a set of experimental tests were conducted to users
with different ages and facial features. The tests consisted
in the estimate and imitation of three basic movements of
the user’s head, such as: pitch, yaw and roll (i.e, movements
around the pitch, yaw and roll axis, respectively). The move-
ments were repeated 120 times using the robotics head Mue-
cas, as is shown in Fig. 10. Finally, the tests demonstrated that
movements, such as the pitch and roll movements, presented
the best results with the robotics head. A summary of the
results is illustrated in Table III.

Test Percent of correctly estimate of pose
Pitch 80%
Roll 60%
Yaw 75%

TABLE III
ROBUSTNESS OF THE POSE AND MOTION ESTIMATION SYSTEM.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a imitation system for robotics head is
presented. The imitation system consist of two parts: the first
part is a system for recognition of the facial expression. First,
a Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) structure has been used
to classify facial expressions (happiness, sadness, anger, fear
and neutral). This paper demonstrates the robustness of the
solution for a common HRI scenario with different users
and environmental conditions. Next, this facial expression is
imitated in the robotic head Muecas, which has been designed
for generating emotions. The full system has been incorporated
in a social robot whose cognitive architecture has been pointed
out in this paper. Thus, the robot and human emotional states
are updated and tracked by the architecture in order to plan
future actions and interactions. The second part estimated the
motions and the pose of the user’s head, allowing the robot to
imitate the corporal language of the user and obtain the actual
pose and orientation of the user’s head.

Future works will be focused on a multi-modal interaction,
where auditory information (e.g., speech or intensity) will be
used in order to estimate the interlocutor’s emotional state.
This new module will be integrated in the architecture, taking
into account the probabilities associated to each one of these
emotional states. Besides, to achieve an affective HRI it would
be interesting to study the empathy level of the presented
solution in real scenarios with untrained interlocutors, and the
use of more visual information about the user’s body language
to achieve a more natural behavior by the robot.
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Application of the FACS in the Design and
Construction of a Mechatronic Head with Realistic

Appearance
David Loza, Samuel Marcos, Eduardo Zalama, Jaime Gómez Garcı́a-Bermejo and José Luis González.

Abstract—The growing demand for service robots requires
a better and more natural human-machine interaction. Given
that an important part of human communication is non-verbal,
it is necessary to endow robots with gestural communication
capabilities similar to humans. This paper describes the design
and construction of a realistic, mechatronic head with high
gesture capacity. The proposed design is based on the human
anatomy and the facial expressions are defined through the
Facial Action Coding System (FACS). The paper shows the
implementation details of the mechatronic head and the way
a set of servomotors can generate the basic action units of FACS
as well as the basic and more complex emotional gestures.

Index Terms—Human Machine Interaction, Facial Action Cod-
ing System (FACS).

I. I NTRODUCTION

H UMAN Machine Interaction (HMI) can be understood
as: “two powerful computers (human and equipment)

that try to communicate with each other through an interface
with a very limited narrow band”[29]. HMI have to deal
not only with the design of efficient interfaces, but also with
the minimization of the barrier between the human cognitive
model of the tasks to be accomplished and the computer’s
understanding of these tasks.

For this reason, in the field of robotics, there is a growing
interest in the development of devices that include social
functionality and interaction methods similar to those of
human communication. This interaction strategy is based on
the consideration of the robot (the machine) as a member of a
group in which one or more activities involve humans. Robots
with large perception capabilities, equipped with advanced
communication interfaces based on natural language, expres-
sivity and gesture recognition make communication easier,not
only for people with low technological skills, but also for
people with decreased attention capability.

II. T HE EFFECT OF ANTHROPOMORPHISM IN

HUMAN -COMPUTER INTERACTION

In the field of HMI, a personified agent is defined as
an entity with corporeal representation which can physically
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interact with the environment through their body. The anthro-
pomorphism of an agent can be defined in terms of behavior
and appearance. In terms of behavior, robot anthropomorphism
involves the identification of certain human attributes by
users[6] (e.g. personality, knowledge or emotion). In terms
of appearance, the anthropomorphism of an agent is defined
as the resemblance of its shape to human morphology [19]. It
should be noted that the anthropomorphism not only depends
on the physical features of the agent, but also on the way it
communicates with humans.

Several aspects should be considered in the design of robots
able to communicate with humans. The robot’s appearance
has a clear influence on the empathy humans feel for it.
However, there is no consensus in the literature about whether
the robot anthropomorphism impacts positively or negatively
on the interaction with users. In [20], it is shown that agents
with a higher degree of anthropomorphism in appearance are
more credible and are thus preferred by users. However, in
[25] and [18], it is shown that less anthropomorphic agents
lead to more positive perceptions by users and are preferred
for interaction.

There is also no consensus about the degree of realism
required for the agent to express emotions convincingly. In
a study conducted more than a decade ago [8], the need to
use more sophisticated ways to express emotions in virtual
environments was shown. In [28], the direct relationship
between the expressive abilities of an agent and its ability
to interact with its environment is presented. The results of
[15] show that the use of agents with little expressiveness was
the main barrier to effective interaction. Moreover, [21] show
that even very basic drawings of faces were able to create an
impression on the user’s personality. According to [7], theface
is a highly expressive element that humans tend to interpret
in face to face communication. For this reason, the use of
faces with a high degree of realism and expressiveness may
unintentionally produce different messages that may confuse
the receiver. So, in this case, the more realistic interaction
may hinder communication. According to [3], there is evidence
that the use of exaggerated images (e.g. cartoons) can express
emotions more accurately than more realistic faces.

However, in most anthropomorphic robots, the use of an
unrealistic or cartoonish appearance has been justified in terms
of avoiding what is known as the“uncanny valley” postulated
by Mori [17]. A robot with simplified appearance can lead to
friendly interfaces (but with lower communication skills). In
fact, during the last decade, the implications of the uncanny
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valley have been discussed extensively. Moreover, different
studies show that user preferences in terms of appearance
and behavior are not universal. These preferences may differ
depending on cultural and psychological aspects [14] [31] [4],
as well as on age or gender (men vs. women, elderly vs. young
people).

Initially there has been a tendency to develop robots with
social skills and great expressivity with a simple motorization
or illuminated faces [22]. One of the pioneers in this field
is the Kismet robot [5], a social robot developed at the MIT
AI Lab. This robot is equipped whith an unrealistic face with
large expressive eyes, eyebrows and mouth. Another relevant
example is the Robot WE-4R Waseda [13] with a simple head,
but which can output rich emotional expressions and behavior,
not only with the face, but also the waist, arms and neck.
However, although these robots exhibit large expressiveness,
they lack relevant emotional cues on a detailed level. It
is necessary to incorporate movements that mimic human
gestures in greater detail, as is evident in the developmentof
robots with humanoid appearance, like the android HRP-4C
[26] presented by the National Institute of Advanced Industrial
Science and Technology (AIST) of Japan, the DER2 and
DER3 projects constructed by Osaka University.

In other approaches; [27] uses pneumatic actuators to dis-
play facial expressions, [12] presents an interesting emotional
architecture, and [16] tries to imitate the muscle structures of
the human face. However, they either do not have a natural
appearance or they are very hard to implement.

The proposed approach shares similar objectives, although
following biomechanics principles of the human face based on
action units.This is aimed at obtaining effective and visually
realistic results, providing the user who is interacting with
the robot with the same amount of visual information as that
of a human face. The anatomical features of a real face are
taken into account in the design of the robot. The analysis and
selection of those muscles whose action results in recognizable
gestures is approached, as well as the implementation of these
actions using a set of servomotors that confers realism and
simplicity to the head.

III. H UMAN EXPRESSION

The human face is one of the most complex areas of the
human anatomy, given the large number of muscles and their
movement combinations. Therefore, the integration of all the
different features and details of a human face into a mechanical
model is a very difficult task. Thus, all robotic approaches have
to assume several simplifications, in order to both reduce the
number of facial components and simplify their behavior.

The design of a mechanical system that emulates a human
face involves a careful selection of the muscles to be imple-
mented and their allowed movements. A general scheme of the
facial muscles is presented in Figure 1. The most significant
facial muscles involved in facial expression are listed in Table
I.

The analysis of the muscular anatomy allows information
to be obtained concerning the relationship between muscular
contraction and the subsequent deformations on the face

surface. However, from the point of view of social interaction,
it is also necessary to determine what the facial expressions
represent and how they are interpreted by humans.

Fig. 1: Musculature of the human face

TABLE I: Relevant muscles of the human face.

Area Significant muscles
1. Forehead and eyebrows Occipitalis y frontalis
2. Eyes and eyelids Upper eye lift, orbicularis oculi, corrugator

supercilii
3. Lips and mouth Quadratus labii inferioris, Quadratus labii

superioris, triangularis, zygomaticus major
and minor, buccinator, orbicularis oris, can-
inus.

4. Nose Pyramidalis transverse nostril dilatator,
common and proper lifting, transverse

5. Ears Superior and posterior auricular muscle

To this end, researchers in social psychology have explored
the development of standard systems to encode and parame-
terize facial movements, with the aim of relating emotions and
facial expressions. One of the most widespread systems is the
Facial Action Coding System(FACS) [9]. As a final goal, the
FACS seeks to recognize and describe the operation of the so-
calledAction Units(AU). These units represent the minimum
muscular activity units that produce momentary changes in
facial appearance. Action units can be generated, described
and recognized, and their proper combination can describe any
global feature of the face.

The FACS describes more than 60 action units that faces
can perform. However, the implementation of all these actions
would result in an extremely complex, hardly parametrizable
and impractical mechatronic head. Therefore, it is necessary
to assume some simplifications by selecting those muscles and
AUs corresponding to the most significant human expressions.
Following [10] and our previous work with realistic animated
avatars [24], a significant reduction in the number of AUs
can be adopted while emulating convincingly the six universal
emotional expressions described in the FACS: disgust, sadness,
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Fig. 2: Group universal complex expressions. From left to
right, top to bottom: disgust, sadness, anger, happiness, fear
and surprise [30]

anger, happiness, fear and surprise. To be precise, these
expressions can be produced using 17 AUs.

For the present work, this reduction in the number of AUs
and related muscles has been considered. Only those AUs with
the greatest influence on the visual perception of emotional
expression have been kept. Based on the 17 significant action
units, the face muscles involved in the generation of such
micro-expressions have been selected. In this way, we aim
to emulate the face’s muscular action from the point of view
of both the external visual result and the anatomical and
physiognomical considerations. As described in the following
sections, each AU has been emulated by using one or more
properly placed servos, depending on the anatomical position
of the emulated muscle (or muscle group). The selected
units, their associated actions, corresponding muscles and the
emotional expression in which they are activated are shown in
Table II.

The robot is equipped with two cameras (in the eyes) for
the visual tracking of users and moving objects. Tracking
requires eight more action units, related to the movement ofthe
eyes and the neck. Moreover, several studies have shown that
these movements are critical for a proper communication and
perception of some emotional expressions [1], [2], [11]. For
example, an expression of anger is much more recognizable
when the face gesture is complemented by a moving down
of the head (through a neck turn) and a moving up of the
eyes. Finally, we have included the AU related to eye blinking.
This is a movement that humans perform continuously and
unconsciously. Blinking gives the robot a natural look even
in a resting position. Therefore, the 9 action units reported in
Table III have been added to those considered in Table II.

TABLE II: Muscles to be represented, along with their emo-
tional expressions.

AU Action Muscles involved Emotional expres-
sion is activated

1 Inner Brow Raise Inner Frontalis Sadness, surprise,
fear

2 Outer Brow
Raiser

Outer Frontalis Surprise, fear

4 Brow Lowerer Corrugator
supercilii, depressor
supercilii, procerus

Sadness, Anger,
Fear, Disgust

5 Upper Lid Raiser Lift the upper eyelid Anger, surprise,
fear, disgust

6 Cheek Raiser Orbicularis oculi
(pair orbital)

Happiness

7 Lid Tightener Orbicularis oculi
(palpebral pair)

Anger, Disgust

9 Nose Wrinkler Levator labii superi-
oris

Disgust

10 Upper Lip Raiser Levator labii
superioris and
levator labii
superioris alaeque
nasi

Fear, Disgust

11 Nasolabial
Furrow Deepener

Zygomaticus minor Sadness

12 Lip Corner Puller Zygomaticus major Happiness
15 Lip Corner De-

pressor
Triangularis Anger

17 Chin Raiser Mentalis Anger,Disgust
25 Lips Part Orbicularis oris,

mentalis
Happiness, sadness,
fear

26 Jaw Drop Masseter,
temporalis,
pterygoideus
internus

Happiness, sadness,
surprise, fear

29 Jaw Thrust Masseter,
temporalis

Anger

TABLE III: Action units added.

AU Action Muscles involved
51 Head Turn Left Neck muscles
52 Head Turn Right Neck muscles
53 Head Up Neck muscles
54 Head Down Neck muscles
61 Eyes Turn Left Pars extraocularis
62 Eyes Turn Right Pars extraocularis
63 Eyes Up Pars extraocularis
64 Eyes Down Pars extraocularis
65 Blink Orbicularis oculi

IV. M ECHANICAL DESIGN OF THE ROBOTIC HEAD UPON

THE FACS.

This section describes the mechanical design of the robot.
The muscles associated with each servomotor and their selec-
tion and restrictions are specified. Some other mechanisms,
such as those used in the eyes, are also explained. The final
implementation is also described.

A. Location of servo motors

The servomotors are set to represent one or more muscles
of the human face. The different AUs and related muscles are
shown in Table II. The proposed locations for the different
servomotors are shown in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3: Mechatronic head- CAD model

Table IV identifies the actuator number (according to Figure
3) and the most significant muscle associated with each
actuator, as well as the area where its effect can be seen.

TABLE IV: Muscles associated with the different servomotors.

Servo
number

Most significant muscles Area

1 Frontalis (medial pair) Forehead and eyebrows
2 Frontalis (lateral pair) Forehead and eyebrows
3 Levator labii superioris

and levator labii superioris
alaeque nasi

Mouth

4 Zygomaticus major Mouth
5 Triangularis, mentalis Mouth
6,12 Neck muscles Neck
7 Eyelid Lift Eyes
8 Superior and inferior rec-

tus
Eyes

9 Lateral and medial rectus Eyes
10 Orbicularis oculi (pair or-

bital and palpebral)
Eyes

11 Masseter, temporalis, me-
dial pterygoid

Jaw

23 degrees of freedom have been obtained using this servo-
motor distribution. The main characteristics of the servomotors
used are listed in Table V.

Each servomotor is controlled using the pulse width mod-
ulation technique (PWM).

The mechanism of the eyes has been designed upon the
human anatomy (see Figure 4). Figure 4.a shows the different
muscles involved in eye movement: (a) superior rectus, (b)
superior oblique, (c) inferior rectus, (d) lateral rectus and (e)
medial rectus.

B. Eye mechanism

The mechanical approach is shown in Figure 4.b. The
servomotor labeled 1 emulates the superior rectus muscle to
open and close the upper eyelid. The servomotor 4 emulates
the inferior rectus muscle to open and close the lower eyelid.
Finally, servomotors 2 and 3 correspond to the superior rectus,

TABLE V: Servo motor characteristics.

N Type of servo Characteristics
1 Turnigy TG9e Dimensions: 23x12.2x29mm

Weight: Torque: 1.5kg.cm
(4.8V) Operating Speed:
0.10seg/60 Operating voltage:
4.8V Range of temperature: 0
a 55 C

2 Turnigy MG958 Dimensions: 40.2 x 20.1 x
36.8mm Weight: 65g Torque:
12.0kg.cm (4.8V) Operating
speed: 0.2seg/60 Operating
voltage: 4.8V Range of
temperature: -20 a 60 C

3 Turnigy S8166M Weight: 154g Dimensions: 75
x 59 x 27mm Torque: 33kg-cm
Operating speed: 0.21 deg/sec
Operating voltage: 4.8V Range
of temperature: -20 a 60 C

Fig. 4: (a) Main muscles and (b) Mechanism of the eye.

inferior rectus, lateral rectus, medial rectus, superior oblique
and inferior oblique muscles and allow eye movements to be
performed.

The eyeballs are about 25 mm in diameter. Two cameras
have been integrated into the eyeballs to provide the head with
visual perception and tracking.

C. Other mechanisms

The implementation of the mouth area is not easy. The
action of the orbicular muscle cannot be simulated using a
single servo, given the ellipsoidal nature of this muscle. The
proposed approach consists in using 6 servomotors (4 on top
and two at the bottom), which simulate the most significant
insertions of other muscles into the orbicularis oris. Moreover,
the ellipsoidal shape of the orbicular muscle will be reinforced
by means of the silicone skin we plan to add in the near future.
The location of the emulated insertions can be seen in Figure
5.

The side and front views of the final implementation are
shown in Figure 6. The silicone skin will complete the feeling
of realism of the mechatronic head.

V. CONTROL OF EXPRESSIONS

The control system provides a suited, integrated action of
the different servomotors. It has three major modules: the
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Fig. 5: Structure of the mouth.

Fig. 6: Front and side view of the building head.

control unit, action units module and the emotion manager
module. Figure 7 shows a scheme of the whole system.

A. Control unit

The control system is structured into a hardware component
and a software component. The hardware component is an
SSC32 controller card that can control up to 32 servos to
a resolution of 1us, with a range of 2.50 mS to 0.50 mS.
The software component is needed to manage the movement
of the servos in terms of the orders received from the top
levels. It is also in charge of verifying that the servos are
within the actual limits of proper operation, taking into account
the maximum and minimum displacement and the maximum
speeds of movement. The controller modulates the pulse width
subject to the different limits and parameters (which can be
modified through a configurable file).

B. Module of action units

This module contains all AUs coded as different movements
of the servos. This coding is based on the analysis described
in Section II. Table VI shows the action units associated to
each servo or group of servos.

Fig. 7: Expression control system.

TABLE VI: Action units associated with servos.

Combination of
servos

Action Units

1 AU1
2 AU2
1 - 2 AU4
3 AU11 - AU10
4 AU6
1 - 2 - 3 AU9
5 AU15 - AU17
6 AU51 - AU52
7 AU5 - AU61 -

AU62 - AU63 -
AU64

8 AU45
9 AU6
7 - 9 AU7
4 AU12
10 AU26
4 - 5 AU25
11 - 12 AU53 - AU54

This module also allows the intensity level of each AU and
its running time to be selected. Moreover, the module imple-
ments the basic interaction restrictions between the movements
of the different servomotors.

In the FACS, the intensity of each AU is encoded by
a series of thresholds that are notated as A, B, C, D and
E. A represents the lowest level (the action unit is almost
imperceptible) and E represents the highest level (the action
unit is well defined). The threshold ranges are not equally
sized, ranges C and D being the widest ones. To change the
position of the servomotor according to the chosen intensity,
a so-called intensity factor,Ki, is provided. The relationship
betweenKi and i is shown in the equation below, wherei
is the intensity, coded 1 to 5 (1 being the A and 5 the E
intensity level, respectively) andKi is a parameter between 0
and 1, corresponding to the servomotor movement percentage.
Figure 8 (a) describes the intensity according to FACS while
Figure 8 (b) shows the curve described by the set of values
that the intensity factor can acquire,Ki, as well as the coding
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used in the FACS intensities.

Ki = 0.5[tanh (i− 3) + 1] (1)

Figure 9 shows the position of the servomotor as a function
of time. The execution timet0 is set as the time taken to
complete an action unit and return to the neutral position.
This time depends on the emotion that is running. Expressions
such as anger and surprise will usually have a lower activation
time t1 than expressions of happiness and sadness. Equation
2 expresses the analytical function shown in Figure 9.

f(t) =

{

−
t
t1
( t
t1

+ 2), 0 < t < t1
1

t2
2

(t− t0)
2, t1 ≤ t ≤ t0

(2)

Fig. 8: a) Factor intensities employed in the FACS (b) intensity
factor.

The activation timet1 is the time taken by the AU to reach
maximum intensity and the fall timet2 is that taken by the AU
to return to the resting position. Figure 9 shows an example
of an actuator activity through time.

Fig. 9: Example of servo activity through time

Figure 10 shows the results obtained for some action units
and their combination.

Fig. 10: Different units of action (a) Neutral position (b)
Action Unit 1 (c) Action Unit 2 (d) AU1 + AU2

C. Emotion manager module

The emotion manager module is responsible for creating
complex expressions: disgust, sadness, anger, happiness,fear
and surprise.

The manager indicates the AUs that must be activated
for performing each emotional expression (Figure 11). Each
emotional expressionj, is determined by a couple of vectors,
Ij,Tj , corresponding to Equation 3.

[Ij |Tj ] =
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]

(3)

WhereKij is the desired strength of the current emotion,
iAUi is the intensity of each action unit,Ktj is the desired
running time, andtAUi is the activation time period of each
action unit.

Figure 11 shows the way the combination of action units
allows complex expressions to be performed. For example, the
expression of disgust is generated by combining the action
units (AU4 + AU5 + AU10L), and the anger expression was
obtained with the action units (AU7 + AU10L + AU15L +
AU62).

VI. I NTEGRATION IN A ROBOTIC ARCHITECTURE

In general, robotic systems are complex. Providing modular-
ity to the system structure helps to deal with this complexity.
In this way, the whole system can be divided into small
components with a well-defined level of abstraction.

The mechatronic head has been developed upon this phi-
losophy. We have used ROS (Robotic Operating System)
to implement modular hardware abstraction, low-level inter-
process message handling, and package management. Thus the
head can receive or send messages to other modules, either in
a local or a remote way. We have added a joystick for direct
control and also a random behavior mode so that the head
does not stay static.
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Fig. 11: Different expressions of the mechatronic head. (a)
Neutral (b) Disgust (AU4 + AU5 + AU10L) (c) Anger (AU7
+ AU15L + AU10L + AU62) (d) happiness (AU5 + AU12 +
AU26 + AU6 + AU53

Fig. 12: Modular architecture

This flexibility gives important advantages. For example,
it allows some components to be replaced by others with
the same interface but different implementations (e.g. change
the joystick type). It also allows new features to be added.
In concrete, we have added a number of features previously
developed by us, such as the visual tracking of objects and
faces, facial expression recognition, speech synthesis, and
others. All these modules can run locally or remotely, In this
way, the system can work autonomously or by using a remote
computer (if required). Figure 12 shows the architecture used.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The present article describes the construction of a mecha-
tronic head with a realistic appearance, whose structure and
movements have been designed upon human anatomy and the
Facial Action Coding System.

The proposed mechanical structure, the number of degrees
of freedom and some characteristics of the mechanical ele-

ments have been analyzed, along with the required mechanical
approaches.

The proposed system is able to generate a wide range
of expressions of the human face. With this aim, we have
considered the set of micromovements or AUs described in
the FACS. The corresponding microexpressions are controlled
and combined by a control system which encodes each action
unit as an arrangement of servo movements (determining the
intensity and speed as parameters).

With this scheme, and with reference to the FACS, the
robot is able to generate a wide range of different complex
expressions through the combination of action units.

The robot is integrated into a more complex social architec-
ture that includes robot emotion, visual tracking, user emotion
recognition and a dialogue system [23] .
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Progress in RoboComp
Marco A. Gutiérrez, A. Romero-Garcés, P. Bustos, J. Martı́nez

Abstract—During the last six years the RoboComp robotics
framework has been steadily growing in the number of software
components, the variety of robots supported and in new solutions
to the maintenance of large robotics software repositories. In this
paper we present recent advances in the formal definition of the
RoboComp component model and a new set of tools based on
Domain Specific Languages that have been created to simplify
the whole development cycle of the components. Moreover, a
new robot simulation tool has been created providing perfect
integration with RoboComp and better control over experiments
than current existing simulators. Finally, the paper describes a
working solution to the important problem of communications
middleware independence, which allows users to decide which
middleware the components will be compiled with. Our solution
has been validated by the integration of Nerve, a novel middle-
ware for critical robotics tasks, in RoboComp.

Index Terms—Robotics Framework, Software Engineering,
middleware, performance, robotics

I. INTRODUCTION

ROBOTICS software has to deal with very specic prob-
lems such as complexity, code reuse, scalability, robust-

ness, distribution, language and platform support, or hardware
independence. These problems should be addressed with ap-
propriate software engineering techniques and should be trans-
parent to the developer when possible. Software complexity,
from the developer point of view, is an important topic because
scalability decreases as complexity increases. The robotics
community is already aware of this fact and has steered
towards component oriented programming (CBSD) [1]. Many
different approaches have raised in order to solve the robotics
specific issues. RoboComp [2] is a robotics framework focused
on ease of use and rapid development that is continuously
evolving to cope with the demanding requirements of current
robots. According to our experience, the most challenging
issues that these frameworks must face now are reusabil-
ity, scalability, robustness and adaptability. Although these
issues are common to other application domains, Robotics
incorporates additional difficulties such as real/critical time,
hardware interaction, physical security conditions and human-
robot interaction just to name a few ones. In this paper
we present some advances in the scalability and adaptability
issues. Scalability is the problem of how to manage an increas-
ing number of static components -in repositories- and running
components -in deployed networks with dozens of processes.
Adaptability is the problem of maintaining alive the framework
technology during many years, given the huge number of
dependencies from third party providers that unavoidably end
up forming part of the software.

Marco A. Gutiérrez and P. Bustos are with RoboLab at the University of
Extremadura
E-mail: marcog@unex.es

A. Romero-Garcés and J. Martı́nez are with the University of Málaga

We have approached these problems using Domain Specific
Languages (DSL) based tools and a flexible component model
that can be adapted to new and unforeseen requirements.
Automatically generated code, online syntax checking, auto-
mated components deployment and free generated parsers are
some of the advantages that can be obtained from the use
of these tools. Several DSLs have been designed to facilitate
the work of developers. These languages provide a textual or
graphical high-level definition of the internal structure of the
components, interfaces, configuration parameters, deployment
configurations and of the kinematics of the robots and the
scene. The specific design of each of these languages and their
role in the scalability and adaptability issues will be furtherly
explained in section IV

The availability of a DSL-based definition of the elements
just mentioned opened new unexpected possibilities to tackle
the adaptability problem. Up to now, RoboComp has based
its communications on a third party industrial-quality middle-
ware, Ice, from ZeroC [3]. Although this choice has never
been a problem so far, it is true that sticking to an specific
middleware entails some risks, for example staying out of
some recent technological advances. An interesting solution
to this problem is to have middleware independence in the
framework, meaning that the user can select which commu-
nications middleware will be used in the component. This
feature adds even more flexibility to our framework in terms of
components interconnection and developer abstraction, facili-
tating the survival of the repository across technology changes.
Another strategic decision that we have taken is to create a new
3D robotics simulator. There are several reasons for starting
this gigantic endeavour that are discussed later but, essentially,
we needed total control over the simulator and its interfaces
because we wanted to integrate it as a native component in
the RoboComp architecture. As it will be sketched below, a
simulator component can be used in two ways: externally, as
a regular provider of synthetic reality; and internally, as an
inner-model of the perceived reality. It is this last use and its
role in the new cognitive architecture we are constructing what
has driven us to build the RCIS simulator.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
will briefly review the most related frameworks. Section III
gives a quick overview of the general features of RoboComp.
Section IV explains the new DSL technology and its im-
plementation in the life-cycle of component development. In
Section V how middleware independence in RoboComp is
achieved and a case of study are explained. Section VI de-
scribes the intrinsics of the new 3D simulator tool. RoboComp
packaging is explained through section VII. Finally VIII will
provide some conclusions along with some future lines of
work.
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II. RELATED WORK

Several frameworks for robotics development are currently
widely used. We will briefly review those most related to our
line of work or that share some of our concerns on scalability
and adaptability.

Robotics Operating System (ROS) [4] is the most famous
and most widely used framework. It contains a wide set of
reusable components most of them including state of the art
solutions to main problems in robotics. Many commercial and
research hardware platforms can directly run on it and use
the available components making it really easy to run state
of the art algorithms with very small time investment. On the
other hand, although it is widely used and it has hundreds
of components, this very same success limits the potential of
adaptation to the challenges mentioned above. Features like
automatic code generation, modifications in the component
model, middleware independence or other technological up-
dates yet to come are difficult to incorporate because they
might imply critical changes in the current kernel technology.
The huge inertia caused by high number of users limit the rate
at which new concepts can be introduced. Moreover, many of
the most interesting libraries that are being developed inside
ROS are also available as standalone packages that are easily
integrable by other frameworks.

SmartSoft [5] is one of the most advanced middlewares in
terms of the Software Engineering technology that it incorpo-
rates. The creators of SmarSoft designed a set of communica-
tion patterns that are at the core of its component model and
that were devised as a key tool for middleware independence.
SmartSoft supports dynamic reconnection of components at
run-time making use of the so called wiring Patterns. This
feature allows the re-wiring of components according to the
perceived context and changing requirements. This framework
also includes advanced tools for Model Driven Software devel-
opment as well as task level abstraction. Currently provides
two reference implementations, one using CORBA [6] and
another one using the Adaptive Communications Environment
(ACE) [7] as the underlying communication infrastructure.

OpenRTM-aist [8] is a Japanese robotics framework de-
signed also using a Model Driven Architecture (MDA [9])
technology. The communication middleware used by Open-
RTM is omniORB, which is an open source CORBA imple-
mentation. It also supports model driven developments for
the design of components and several tools are provided,
such as the RtcTemplate that is the main development tool
used to generate the RT-Components and RTCBuilder that is
a template generator tool for new components. The RTSys-
temEditor is based in the Object Managment Groups (OMG)
Robot Technology Component (RTC) [10] specification and is
used for manipulating the components in a real-time graphical
interface. Some other tools worth mentioning are the RtShell
which includes the commands to interact with the components
and the managers and TtcLink a tool for operating with the
components in real time through a GUI. Recently they have
been also working on some interconnection issues and soon
the components from Open-RTM will be able to talk to ROS.

Fig. 1: Screenshot of the RoboComp DSL Editor while
modifying the CDSL model.

III. ROBOCOMP OVERVIEW

RoboComp is a model-driven, component-oriented frame-
work built around three key elements: a component model, a
communications middleware and a set of tools that facilitates
the writing and maintaining of robotics code. It started in 2005
as a way to create and reuse code written by many different
people and that was meant to be used in many different robots.
The central idea is to define a processing and coding entity
that can be created and maintained largely decoupled from the
rest of the system. These units or components are full fledged
processes when running and occupy its own subdirectory in
the global code repository. They communicate with other
components using a public interface and through an underlying
communications middleware. Building on this generic idea,
RoboComp is now the result of many years of further elabo-
ration and adaptation to our everyday research and engineering
activity and, nevertheless, many more improvements are in the
way now due to the increasing complexity of current robots
and their control and cognitive architectures. The repository
holds now more than one hundred components, along with
classes and tools specifically designed to improve and ease the
robotics software designer experience. It covers functionalities
of different robotics and artificial vision topics mainly through
integration of third party libraries. More detail of the initial
design of robocomp is given in [2].

IV. DOMAIN SPECIFIC LANGUAGES FOR COMPONENT
ORIENTED PROGRAMMING

In order to improve the scalability and adaptability of Robo-
Comp, a major redesign has been undertaken. The complete
software life-cycle of the components has been transformed by
introducing DSL technology under a Model-Driven approach.
In this new design every critical part of the framework is spec-
ified using a Domain Specific Language and the corresponding
transformation tools generate the source code according to the
detailed specification expressed in them. The user now only
needs to add the specific working code in his component.
Figure 1 shows the new DSL Editor. The next five Subsections
describe each of the DSLs that are now part of RoboComp
development model.
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A. CDSL

RoboComp provides both client/server and publish/sub-
scribe communication models. In order to establish commu-
nication, components must perform different operations. For
instance, if a component needs to perform remote calls to other
components, its code will have to: a) include the definition
of the proxy classes corresponding to the interfaces it is
going to connect to; b) read from the configuration file how
to reach the remote component; c) create the proxy object
using the previously read configuration; d) provide the proxy
object to the classes that will be using it. Similar scenarios
exist when providing new interfaces, subscribing or publishing
new topics (see [2] for more details). In RoboComp, this
code was automatically generated by Python scripts when
the component was created for the first time. However, until
the adoption of MDA-based techniques, if the connectivity
of a component changed after its creation -a considerably
common scenario- the code had to be manually modified.
Also, successive changes to the component model required
a cumbersome and error prone work on the Python scripts.

Components became difficult to maintain through all these
situations mainly because their source code depends on these
parameters. In order to solve these problems, we have devel-
oped a DSL to create and modify component properties. This
DSL is called the Component Description Specific Language
(CDSL) and allows users to create and maintain their compo-
nent descriptions from a textual model. CDSL files contain
the basic definition of the structure of the component and
information about communication parameters such as proxies,
the programming language of the component, interfaces and
topics used by the components, the optional support of Qt
graphical interfaces, their dependencies with external classes
and libraries, and an optional SCXML [11] file path for
embedding a state machine in the component.

The properties that are contemplated in CDSL are the
following:

• Component name.
• Interfaces and data types defined in external IDSL files.
• Client/Server communication model: required and pro-

vided interfaces.
• Publish/Subscribe communication model: topics that the

component will publish or subscribe to.
• Graphical interface support.
• State machine support.
• Dependences with external classes and libraries.
• Programming language of the component.

In order to match the CDSL development model, the structure
of RoboComp components has been remodelled. The internal
structure of the components has been divided in two parts: a
generic and a specific part as shown in figure 2. The generic
part contains the logic of interprocess communication, the
general structure of the components such as the main program,
thread pool, source directory structure, documentation rules
and some introspection and self-monitoring capabilities. This
generic functionality is implemented with abstract classes that
are inherited and extended by the user-specific code. Thus, a
component can be divided in two parts by a line separating

Fig. 2: New structure of RoboComp components.

the generic from the specific. The specific component code
is generated by the RoboComp DSL tool only once, but
the generic code is always regenerated when the CDSL is
modified. Proceeding this way, the users are guaranteed that
their specific code will never be deleted or modified and
that, at the same time, they are able to modify any generic
component property. This basic structure is one of the most
important design decisions taken at this stage of RoboComp
development.

B. IDSL

RoboComp initially used the Ice Interface Definition Lan-
guage (Slice by ZeroC [3]) to define component interfaces.
The problem with third party IDLs is that they create an
unnecessary dependency that might be difficult to eliminate,
since the data types and proxies of the middleware tend to
mix with the user code. Moreover, any change in the Slice
language would require modifying the RoboComp interfaces
already defined. To avoid this dependency we developed the
Interface Description Specific Language (IDSL). IDSL was
initially designed as a subset of the Slice features, mainly
data types and definition of remote calls. Now users can define
their own interfaces using the IDSL language which is fully
supported by the RoboComp DSL Editor. These definitions
can be easily and safely translated to a target IDL when
needed.

Currently, IDSL supports the following features:
• Interfaces and topics definition.
• Basic data types, such as integer and real numbers or

strings.
• Enumerated types.
• Custom structures and data types such as sequences and

maps.
• Exceptions.

C. PDSL

The Parameter Definition Specific Language provides a
formal tool for the specification of configuration parameters
that define the runtime behavior of the components. We
have noted that creating configuration parameters and reading
them into the code are one of the main causes of execution
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Fig. 3: Screenshot of the RoboComp DSL Editor while
editing a PDSL file.

errors when creating components. With the PDSL, the user
defines a template of configuration parameters that can have a
hierarchical structure -i.e., nested lists-, explicit types, initial
values and valid ranges. This template is used by the DSL
tool to generate specific parsing source code structures with
access control methods that are included in the generic classes
of the target component. Thus, PDSL guides developers in
writing the necessary configuration files in a standardized way
within the framework. Besides the increased expressive power
of the new method to define complex set of parameters, the
most remarkable improvement is the reduction in the number
of programming and execution errors due to misreading or
misinterpreting the values assigned to the parameters before
deploying the component. Figure 3 shows a capture of Robo-
Comp DSL editor while editing a PDSL file that defines the
parameters -nested- of a bus of motors.

D. DDSL

Components are independently executed programs that in-
teract with each other. When using a component-oriented
robotics framework, a robotic software system is composed of
several interconnected components, representing a component
network. These components can be executed manually, but
as the number of components grows, it becomes increasingly
difficult to manage them appropriately. Robots of middle
complexity -e.g., mobile robots equipped with stereo heads-
and high complexity robots -e.g., mobile manipulators with ex-
pressive heads- are controlled by graphs containing dozens of
components running on several computers. The configuration
and management of these networks of processes suggest the
combination of a graphical tool and a representation language.
The Deployment Description Specific Language was devel-
oped as the underlying language to make this management
task easier.

With DDSL users are able to describe which components
will be used, where they should be executed and which config-
uration to use. This makes it possible to automatically deploy
RoboComp components in a certain computer or computer
network. DDSL has been designed to simplify the system

deployment and integration.
In order to define a component network, the following

parameters have to be specified for each component:
• Component: the CDSL file path of the component to

execute.
• Path to the executable file of the component.
• IP address and port.
• Path to the configuration file.
With the information in this file, all component dependences

can be precomputed. Thus, the DSL editor can warn users of
basic configuration errors while editing the file and prior to
the actual deployment.

E. InnerModelDSL

InnerModelDSL is an XML-based Domain Specific lan-
guage specifically designed for describing the kinematics
of robots. InnerModelDSL files are parsed by a C++ class
called InnerModel which is widely used by components to
maintain an updated representation of the robot and to compute
transformation between frames of reference. InnerModelDSL
has been considerably extended in the last years. Despite it was
initially designed only to define kinematic descriptions, several
elements were incrementally added to increment its expressive
power. Now, sensors can be specified and 3D meshes can be
assigned to kinematic links providing the volumes necessary
to compute collisions. Also, the scene around the robot can be
also defined using volumetric primitives. As a side effect, this
updated description of the scene can be used with a 3D scene
graph engine -OpenSceneGraph- to visualize the robot in its
environment at any time and in any component that includes
the corresponding libraries, which is automatically done from
the PDSL.

After parsing an InnerModelDSL file, a transformation tree
is created in memory that holds all the nodes defined in the
kinematic description. This tree is managed inside a class
that offers an interface to manipulate and query its state it
at runtime. Listing 1 shows an implementation of a tree using
the innerModelDSL. The attributes (tx, ty, tz) correspond to
the translation vector (x, y, z) and the attributes (rx, ry, rz)
correspond to the rotation angles (α, β, γ). If any of the
attributes is missing InnerModel assumes they are 0. Cameras
and other sensors can be included in the model using specific
tags.

1 <innerModel>
2 <t r a n s f o r m i d =” wor ld”>
3 <t r a n s f o r m i d =” t a r g e t ” />
4 <t r a n s f o r m i d =” r o b o t ”>
5 < t r a n s l a t i o n i d =” head ” y =”1002” z

=”−120”>
6 < t r a n s l a t i o n i d =” cameraPose ” x

=”0” y =”1002”
7 <camera i d =” camera ” wid th

=”640” h e i g h t =”480”
8 </ t r a n s l a t i o n >
9 </ t r a n s l a t i o n >

10 < t r a n s l a t i o n i d =” s h o u l d e r P o s e ” y
=”597” z=”−23”>

11 < r o t a t i o n i d =” s h o u l d e r ”>
12 < t r a n s l a t i o n i d =” elbowPose ”

z=”300”>
13 < r o t a t i o n i d =” elbow”>
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14 < t r a n s l a t i o n i d =”
hand ” z =”120”
/>

15 </ r o t a t i o n >
16 </ t r a n s l a t i o n >
17 </ r o t a t i o n >
18 </ t r a n s l a t i o n >
19 </ t r a n s f o r m>
20 </ t r a n s f o r m>
21 </ t r a n s f o r m>
22 </ innerModel>

Listing 1: Example of a tree defined using the innerModel
DSL

F. Experiment: DSL benefits on common developers tasks

An experiment has been conducted in order to provide
empirical evidences supporting the benefits of the usage of
Domain Specific Languages and the related tools that have
been developed. Five of the most common repetitive tasks
that developers usally perform when developing and managing
robotics software have been selected-. Particularly developers
wheres asked to make the following operations over existing
components:

• Deploy a small component network
• Include a new library and a class in a project
• A new method on a previously developed interface
• Make a component provide a new interface
• Add a new proxy for a given interface.
Experiments have been performed twice, first using the

developed DSL tools and then, without any of these tools.
Two main metrics have been considered, the number of lines
of code written and the time spent doing the specific task. We
have tested it with twelve robotics developers with a previous
basic knowledge of the RoboComp Framework and the related
DSLS. Measurement data is represented as boxplots containing
all measurements ranging between the first and third quartiles.
The location of the median of the measurements is indicated
by a red line crossing the rectangle vertically. Measurements
outside the box are considered outliers and are drawn using
green diamonds.

Figure 4 shows the results regarding the time spent in the
experiments. It is worth mentioning that the only time taken
into account was the one in which the subject was typing
code, not thinking. Since users need less time to think when
using DSLs (i.e., there is no need to think which code pieces
should they change) this plays against the use of DSLs. In spite
of this, it can be seen how using the DSL approach shorter
times were achieved for all of the experiments performed.
Figure 5 shows the results regarding the lines of code written
while performing the experiments. As happened with time,
the figure shows that, using the DSL approach, fewer lines of
code were written for all of the experiments performed. This is
not a surprise, since small changes in the DSLs might involve
many changes in the generated code. The only experiment in
which no considerable improvements were achieved (only a
few seconds) was the experiment number 3. This is because
the framework was already making use of CMake features for
the operations involved in the experiment, so the initial number
of lines to modify was already low.

Fig. 4: Boxplots of the time spent writting for each
experiment.

Fig. 5: Boxplots of the lines of code written for each
experiment.

V. MIDDLEWARE INDEPENDENCE

One of the main objectives in the robotics field has been the
creation of libraries and object-oriented frameworks for build-
ing robotics software, focusing on reusability and software
evolution. In this application domain, the complex tasks per-
formed by a robot are divided into distributed processes which
communicate using existing middleware (CORBA, Ice, or
DDS [12]) or ad-hoc mechanisms (such as ROS or Player [13])
for communications. These mechanisms allow developers to
create networked applications in a platform and language-
independent manner which also hide low-level communication
details. However, if the selection of a specific middleware (or
an ad-hoc implementation) has influenced the whole archi-
tecture of the distributed system (in this case the RoboComp
framework), it could compromise the capabilities of the whole
robotic system to adapt it to new requirements, such as real-
time or quality-of-service (QoS) properties. From its inception,
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RoboComp components were strongly coupled with Ice, using
not only its communication model (based on remote method
invocations or RMI [14]) but also part of its proprietary API in
the main structure of each component. Nevertheless, Ice is not
suitable for real-time scenarios and different communication
models and, therefore, we have designed a mechanism to make
RoboComp a middleware-independent robotics framework.
With this new redesign it is now possible for developers to
select the appropriate communication model for exchange data
among components without any binding to a specific middle-
ware until code generation. It is worth noting that existing
Ice-based components in Robocomp can be now transformed
into new middleware-independent ones without changes in
the user-defined business logic of the component. In order
to obtain a middleware-independent framework, RoboComp’s
DSLs were improved with new semantics when defining
interfaces, which now add three communication patterns to
describe their operations:

• command. One to one communication. Operations with-
out output/return values.

• query. One to one communication. Operations with out-
put/return values.

• publish. One to many communication. Operations without
output/return values.

These patterns are heavily influenced by the ones described
in [15] and represent the two communication models more
used in networked applications: the client/server (command
and query) and the publish/subscribe (publish) model. com-
mand and query patterns encapsulates the Remote Method
Invocation paradigm in order to perform one-way or two-way
remote calls and publish wraps a mechanism to publish data
to multiple subscribers. Two RoboComp DSLs are used to
select the communication model and the operation patterns.
The CDSL helps developers to select the client/server or
the publish/subscribe communication model for a specific
interface (selecting request, implements, publishes or sub-
scribesTo). The IDSL has been changed in order to provide
a middleware-independent interface using the communication
patterns. Listing 2 shows the definition of the Speech interface
using the communication patterns. When a command or a
publish operation is defined, only an input parameter (a data
request structure) is needed. If a query operation is described,
the operation must have an input request parameter and
an output response parameter. Data request parameters will
contain all the information that will be sent or published to
other components and the data response will contain the result
of a query operation. It is worth noting that the code generated
from an IDSL will depend on the middleware that will be used
in the component.
1 module RoboCompSpeech{
2 s t r u c t d a t a s a y i n {
3 s t r i n g t e x t ;
4 boo l o v e r r i d e ;
5 } ;
6 s t r u c t d a t a r e s p o n s e {
7 boo l r e s p ;
8 } ;
9 s t r u c t d a t a e n a b l e S y n c h r o n i z a t i o n i n {

10 boo l v a l u e ;
11 } ;

12 i n t e r f a c e Speech{
13 [ que ry ] vo id say ( d a t a s a y i n pin , o u t

d a t a r e s p o n s e pou t ) ;
14 [ que ry ] vo id i sBu sy ( o u t d a t a r e s p o n s e p ) ;
15 [ command ] vo id e n a b l e S y n c h r o n i z a t i o n (

d a t a e n a b l e S y n c h r o n i z a t i o n i n p ) ;
16 } ;
17 } ;

Listing 2: Speech.idsl

Once the component and the interface have been described,
the user will select a middleware during the source code gen-
eration step for each component. Robocomp components share
all the same code structure with a generic and a specific part,
independently of the middleware selected. If the component
implements an interface, the user only needs to implement
the operations defined in the IDSL file in the SpecificWorker
class of the component. On the other hand, if the component
requires an interface, then the communication patterns must
be used. Listing 3 depicts the code of a component that uses
the communication patterns to perform the operations defined
in the Speech interface.

1 void S p e c i f i c W o r k e r : : compute ( ) {
2 . . .
3 RoboCompData<d a t a r e s p o n s e> r e s p b u s y ;
4 speechcomm−>query<i sBusy >( r e s p b u s y ) ;
5 i f ( r e sp busy−>r e s p != t rue ) {
6 RoboCompData<d a t a s a y i n> r e q s a y ;
7 req say−>t e x t = ” H e l l o ” ;
8 req say−>o v e r r i d e = t rue ;
9 RoboCompData<d a t a r e s p o n s e> r e s p s a y ;

10 speechcomm−>query<say >( r eq say , r e s p s a y ) ;
11 . . .
12 }
13 . . .
14 }

Listing 3: Extract of code using the query communication
pattern

The implementation of the communication patterns is also
generated from the CDSLs automatically depending on the
middleware selected. For each proxy or publisher, a high-level
communication pattern class is generated. Internally, these
classes wrap up the proxies and publishers of the underlying
middleware. An instance method of the specific communi-
cation pattern will be used to invoke an operation, where
its arguments (request/response data structure variables) are
used to identify the exact operation inside the communication
pattern object (for instance, lines 4 and 10 in listing 3).

A. A case of study: integrating Nerve in RoboComp

1) Nerve overview: As a case of study, we have extended
RoboComp to support Nerve, a lightweight C++ middleware
for networked robotics [16]. Nerve has been designed to
guarantee the scalability and quality-of-service(QoS) of real-
time and critical components. It uses several frameworks pro-
vided by ACE to implement communication policies between
local components which execute as threads, using message
queues and zero-copy buffering. Nerve also makes use of the
OMG’s Data Distribution Service for real-time systems(DDS)
standard, which is a completely decoupled publish/subscribe
communication model with a wide set of QoS for distributed
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components. Although Nerve relies on the OpenSpliceDDS
open source implementation of DDS [17], it is worth noting
that different DDS products could be integrated in a seamless
way.

Data in Nerve are defined as topics, which is a concept in-
herited from DDS. Topics are data structures (types) identified
by a name and an associated quality of service. These QoS
policies may define reliability, missed deadline or resource
limits among others, and must be applied carefully to obtain
the best performance in a specific deployment. As in other
OMG specifications, the definition of topic types is done using
an IDL (in this case, a subset of the CORBA IDL), which
can be compiled to primitives and data structures for specific
programming languages.

Nerve has been designed to choose the fastest communica-
tion mechanism between components executing parallel tasks,
which depends on the way these tasks are deployed on the
final robotics system. For instance, inter-thread communication
modes are faster than inter-process communication ones (we
obtain better data transfer rates) whether components are
executed within the same physical node. In short, the main
features of Nerve include:

• The encapsulation of critical tasks as platform-
independent services that can be executed as threads or
processes at deployment time.

• The adoption of an asynchronous execution model, in
which services react to events available from their own
event queue.

• The internal selection of the fastest mechanism for
communications: zero-copy buffering for threads, shared
memory for processes running within a node and reliable
multicast for networked processes. Users will be unaware
of the selected mechanism.

• The adoption of a standard protocol in the distributed
case by adopting the OMG’s Data Distributed Service
recommendation.

Although Nerve is mainly based on the publish/subscribe
communication model for distributed communications, re-
cently, we have also included a mechanism that emulate
Remote Method Invocations, it being now possible to fulfill
the communication requirements in Robocomp usig its com-
munication patterns.

2) Extending the automatic code generation process for
Nerve in RoboComp: In order to use Nerve in RoboComp,
we have extended the automatic code generation process for
CDSL, IDSL and PDSL: a) Nerve IDL files can be generated
with the appropriate topics types that are obtained from the
parameters of the operations defined in the IDSLs, b) from
CDSLs is also possible to generate the component code with
all the files that wrap the communication details of Nerve,
hiding them from developers, and c) PDSL language can be
also used to generate the appropriate code for parameters and
their initialization values.

3) Generating Nerve-based components: Figure 6 shows
the generation process of a RoboComp component using the
RoboComp DSL Editor tool. Shaded boxes represent files
that are middleware independent. To clarify the code gener-
ation process, both middleware (Ice and Nerve) integrated in

Fig. 6: Screenshot of the RoboComp Generation Process.
Shaded boxes indicate those parts that are modified by the

user and are middleware independent

RoboComp are depicted. Middleware must be selected before
the component is created from CDSL. Then, the component
skeleton (with specific, generic parts and IDL files) are gen-
erated automatically. It is worth noting that the specific part
of a component is middleware independent because it is only
created the first time the component is generated, whilst the
other files (generic part, IDLs, etc) are always overwritten
after changes and modifications. When an existing Nerve-
based component is going to be deployed in an Ice-based
components system, developers must regenerate the Nerve-
based component first by repeating the above process, although
selecting Ice as its target middleware. From a developer’s point
of view, no further changes in the source code of the existing
component are needed.

VI. ROBOCOMP INNERMODEL SIMULATOR

As stated in the Introduction, one of the main efforts taken
recently in RoboComp has been the design and construction
of a robotics simulator. This effort has been partially mitigated
by the reuse of the InnerModelDSL elements and of the
OpenSceneGraph visualization technology that was already
employed for monitoring and debugging purposes. Combining
these components along with a careful design has taken us to
the RoboComp Innermodel Simulator (RCIS), a 3D simulator.
The most important feature of this simulator is that it is also
a native RoboComp component. Being so, it can implement
all the interfaces of the existing components in the hardware
abstraction layer, i.e. cameras, lasers, kinect, motors, bumpers,
ultrasound, tactile and any others that may come in the future.
The rest of the components in a certain deployment graph can
communicate to these interfaces as if they were the original
components, facilitating enormously the development cycle of
complex algorithms. Figure 7 shows a screenshot of RCIS.

Having complete control over the simulator kernel allows
us to adapt it to our needs. For example, it is very useful to be
able to activate or deactivate the physics engine or to modify
the level of noise in the simulated sensors and actuators,
Also, we plan to introduce semi-autonomous humans in the
system to simulate and develop HR interaction behaviors. We
should be able to, for example, connect the OpenNI tracking
software to a synthetic RGBD sensor located in the robot
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Fig. 7: Screenshot of the RoboComp InnerModel Simulator
with a model of the robot Locky in RoboLab’s Living Lab.

inside the simulator and track the evolution of the synthetic
human figure.As a side effect of these developments we have
built InnerModelViewer, a graphic editor of InnerModelDSL
files. This tool has proven of great utility in the modelling of
new robots and scenes using meshes and partial models created
in other modelling programs such as Blender. Finally, a last
feature of RCIS that is hard to find in other simulators is that it
provides a flexible interface to control objects on the fly. This
interface is implemented as a RoboComp interface -an IDSL-
so it can be accessed from any other component. These com-
ponents can create and transform elements in the scene graph.
As a consequence, RCIS may be used as an internal modelling
and simulation system. This use of a full-fledged simulator as
a cognitive module has been proposed before in theories of
consciousness [18] and we plan to include it as the central
element of a new cognitive architecture being developed on top
of RoboComp, called RoboCog. The simulation capabilities
of RCIS can be used internally to predict the outcome of the
robot actions on its represented environment. The robot itself
would occupy the central place in the simulator and the objects
and agents around it would be modelled and updated by the
robot’s perceptive system. Sensor models in the original RCIS
now can be used to generate the sensorial data that the model
of the robot would perceive when interacting with its modelled
environment. Furthermore, the robot’s self-model could be
temporarily cloned to execute and evaluate plans computed
by an opportunistic task-planner. The unfolding of alternative
courses of action in the internal simulator and the interleaved
execution of the partially validated plan creating a real course
of action, is part of our current ongoing research on RoboCog.

VII. PACKAGING ROBOCOMP

RoboComp is a framework designed for robotics software
developers but might also be used by final software users. Cur-
rently, the standard workflow involves downloading the entire
source code from the svn repository, manually installing re-
quired dependencies, compiling the components/tools needed
and running them, usually along with some new code or
components written by the user. Most of roboticists work
implies the use of several common unmodified components
directly downloaded from the repository and compiled without

Fig. 8: Distribution of RoboComp in Debian packages

any modifications. Because of this, with the exception of some
work on building one component from scratch or adding some
small changes to an existing one, the rest of the components
source code usually remains unchanged. Final users might also
be interested in taking a look into RoboComp as a tool to make
a robot move without any development involved or just to test
some devices. In this cases, dealing with the entire framework
source code becomes nothing but a handicap. In order to ease
these situtations, a new way of distributing RoboComp has
been introduced. The whole framework has been broken down
into different parts, compiled and packaged for easy distri-
bution and usage. To this end, the widely extended Debian
packages format has been used, since most of current Linux
distributions accept them as a binaries installation source.

In order to allow a smooth coexistence of binaries and
sources, RoboComp will use two main locations: the de-
fault installation directory placed on /opt/robocomp ,
and a working space placed under the user home directory
∼/RC_worckspace . Both of them will maintain a similar
structure with the only difference that the installation directory
will not contain sources. Instead, any needed sources should
be manually placed by the developer under the workspace
directory for any modifications. When the work on user com-
ponents is finished they can be installed by running #make
install as superuser, and thus placed under the installation
directory so they can be used as if they had been installed from
packages. When a component is installed its binaries and other
relevant non-source files, such as default configuration, are
placed under the installation directory and the PATH variable
is updated in order to make them executables as regular
commands.

Figure 8 shows the packages that came out of the Robo-
Comp breakdown and packaging process. First, there is one
package that contains the whole documentation of the frame-
work. Then, for the tools, a package has been created for
each of them, so you can choose the ones you need and,
at the same time, you can have them all by just installing
the virtual package robocomp-tools. Components packages
work in a similar way. They came also in individual packages
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and Robocomp-Components is a virtual package containing
all stable components. Some other group of components are
also available through virtual packages like robocomp-hal
or robocomp-vision. The package robocomp-classes contains
classes needed for RoboComp development. With this pack-
aging approach RoboComp becomes more easily distributable
and better usable for roboticists not interested in the underpin-
nings of the supporting framework. It makes installation easy
and fast since users do not have to take care of dependencies,
compilation and environment variables.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A. Conclusions

In this paper we have described recent progress with the
RoboComp framework. We have introduced the new model
driven approach based on DSLs recently implemented that
includes: a) the CDSL used to describe general component
properties; b) the IDSL used to describe component interfaces;
c) the DDSL used to describe the deployment plan of local
and networked components; d) the PDSL used to describe
templates of component parameters and e) the InnerModelDSL
used to describe robot kinematics, sensors and scenes. These
new tools have been integrated in an Eclipse-based syntax-
aware editor that allows users to create and maintain their
components reducing development times. Users can focus on
the implementation of the algorithms instead of wasting time
on low-level details of the framework and the middleware.
Moreover, RoboComp’s components structure allows devel-
opers to create and modify existing components, interfaces
and parameters without interfering with existing parts of the
component, improving the lifecycle of the whole system.

Until now, the dependence of RoboComp in Ice has pre-
vented developers from adapting components to new require-
ments such as real-time or a specific QoS. Therefore, we have
also improved the DSLs to make RoboComp a middleware-
independent robotics framework. This way, three commu-
nication patterns (command, query and publish) (adapted
from [15]) are now used to specify the operation semantics
and to abstract users about the middleware to use at run-time.
Thus, we have proved this solution integrating RoboComp
with Nerve, a novel middleware which provides our framework
with real-time and QoS features.

The RoboComp InnerModel Simulator along with the Iner-
ModelDSL constitutes a strong alternative to those currently
available. Moreover the run-time interface of the simulator
allows the developer to use this tool for other purposes such
as a cognitive simulation tool. All these new improvements
constitute a great advance of RoboComp in integrating state
of the art Software Engeneering methods that will guarantee
increased levels of scalability and adaptability in the future.

B. Future Work

A future need for the DSLs is the ability to represent
hierarchical representation of groups of components. In the
future one component should automatically be created to act
as a proxy for all incoming communications to the group.
This rearrangement will make a group of components appear

as a single one to the rest, at the cost of a certain increase
in communication delay. We believe this additional level
of abstraction is necessary to handle hundred of running
components, a common situation in future complex robotic
scenarios.

The middleware independence opens the possibility for
RoboComp components to communicate with components
in other frameworks. Since all communication code used in
the user programmed part of the components is middleware
independent, it should be possible to specify in the CDSL
that a certain required proxy comes from a, for instance, ROS
component. There is now work in progress towards model-
based interconnection of different frameworks.

Finally, the new RobCog architecture that will use RCIS
as its internal modelling and simulation cognitive module has
also started initial developments and we plan to run soon the
first tests in the new humanoid social robot Loki, built in close
collaboration with the University of Castilla-La Mancha.
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Robots in Therapy for Dementia Patients
Francisco Martı́n, Carlos Agüero, José M. Cañas, Gonzalo Abella, Raúl Benı́tez, Sergio Rivero, Meritxell Valenti

and Pablo Martı́nez-Martı́n

Abstract—This paper presents the application developed for
humanoid robots which are used in therapy of dementia pa-
tients, as a cognitive stimulation tool. It has been created using
BICA, a component oriented framework for programming robot
applications, which is also described. The developed robotherapy
application includes the control software onboard the robot and
some tools like the visual script generator or several monitoring
tools to supervise the robot behavior along the sessions. The
behavior of the robot along the therapy sessions is visually
programmed in a session script that allows music playing,
physical movements (dancing, exercises...), speech synthesis and
interaction with the human monitor. The monitoring tools allow
the therapist interaction with the robot through its buttons, a
tablet or a Wiimote device. Experiments with real dementia
patients have been performed in collaboration with a research
center in neurological diseases. Initial results show a slight (or
mild) improvement in neuropsychiatric symptoms over other
traditional therapy methods.

Index Terms—Social Robotics, Humanoid robot, Robot Ther-
apy

I. INTRODUCTION

ONE field of growing interest in robotics is humanoids.
Prototypes such as the Honda Asimo or the Fujitsu

HOAP-3 are the basis for many research efforts, some of them
designed to replicate human intelligence and maneuverability.
Their appearance similar to people facilitates their acceptance
and natural interaction with humans as a personal assistant in
the field of service robotics, for instance. As a representative
sample, the functionality achieved in the Asimo humanoid has
progressed significantly in recent years, allowing it to run,
climb stairs, push carts and serve drinks.

On other hand, neurodegenerative dementia is a disease
that progressively deteriorates brain functionality. One of the
most common symptoms of dementia is memory loss. In
addition, patients usually lose the ability to solve problems or
control their emotions and present changes in personality and
normal behavior. Over time, people with dementia are unable
to properly perform the basic activities of daily living such as
maintaining personal hygiene or food. One type of dementia
is the Alzheimer disease. Estimates pointed that in 2006 there
would be 26.6 million people worldwide with Alzheimer’s
disease, and this figure will be three times bigger by 2050. On
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that date, the Alzheimer will affect 1 in 85 people of the total
world population. And 40% of them will be in an advanced
state of disease, requiring a level of care that involves high
consumption of resources [1].

While there is no causal cure for the disease, palliative
medication and nonpharmacological therapy are the only ways
patients can improve symptoms and slow down its progression.

Nonpharmacological therapy focuses on strengthening the
activities mentally, physically and emotionally. Such actions
seek to maintain the functional capacity of the person, while
ensuring her levels of quality of life and autonomy. Animal
therapy has also shown good results, especially with elderly
that live alone. However, it is not always possible. Sometimes
the entrance of animals in elder residences it is not allowed
due to health and safety reasons. Other times it is the cost
of maintaining these animals and the care they need which
precludes their presence in the residence. Another issue to
consider is that the therapeutic interaction at the cognitive level
needed in older people with dementia is not resolved with the
presence of animals in the environment of the patient [2].

Regular therapy includes several sessions per week with a
human therapist monitoring a group of patients. The therapist
asks them simple questions, tells them stories, talks to them,
interacts with them, hugs them, suggests games, riddles or
guides them while doing physical exercises. These activities
pursue the cognitive, affective and physical stimulation of the
patients.

In this paper we describe the use of a humanoid robot as
a cognitive stimulation tool in therapy of dementia patients.
Several software modules have been programmed to generate
the robot behavior in the therapy sessions. Three types of
robotherapy sessions have been developed: physiotherapy, mu-
sic and logic-language sessions. The robot and the developed
software have been used in a pilot study with real patients to
evaluate the feasibility and usefulness of robots in dementia
therapy.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Second
section presents some works with social robots and their
use in dementia therapies. Third section explains all the
software developed for this humanoid application, including
some tools designed to visually program the robot behavior
for the robotherapy sessions. The fourth section describes the
experiment performed with real patients to measure the impact
of this robotic tool on their health and some preliminary results
are presented. Finally, some conclusions are summarized.

II. RELATED WORKS

The interest in social robots is growing, as one of upcoming
application fields of the next generation robots. For instance
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as game platforms [3], personal assistants, nursing robots [4],
assistive or rehabilitation robots [5]. In particular, assistive
robots, both as mobility aids or manipulation aids, and rehabil-
itation robots have gained attention in the research community.
The International Conference on Rehabilitation Robotics and
some special issues in robotics journals (like 2003 special issue
on Rehabilitation Robotics in Autonomous Robots, the 2009
one in IEEE Transactions on Robotics and the 2012 special
issue on Assistive and Rehabilitation Robotics in the Journal of
Behavioral Robotics) are good samples of the growing interest
in this research area.

In the past 5 years, several projects have been initiated
with the therapeutic use of social robots [6] as reasonable
substitutes for animal therapy in people with dementia. Robots
do not involve the responsibility or the need for an animal
facility and their sensors can respond to environmental changes
(movements, sounds ...) simulating an interaction with the
patient [7]. At the same time, they provide the opportunity to
monitor patients and perform cognitive therapy, unlike animal
therapy [8]. Other potential benefits of therapy with robots are
that it has no secondary effects (like drug therapy) and does
not require specially trained personnel (as opposed to the other
therapies such as music therapy, pet therapy, etc..).

The Paro robot, which has seal shape, has been used in
dementia therapies [9] with positive results.

Broekens et al published in 2009 [10] a systematic review
analyzing the literature on the effects of social robots in the
health care of the elderly, especially in the role of the company
to the patient. It is noteworthy that all studies are after 2000,
which indicates the novelty of this research area. Most studies
have been conducted in Japan, Southeast Asia and the U.S.
[11]. The main results of analysis of these studies are:

• Most of the elderly like robots.
• The shape and material of the robot influence the accep-

tance and the effect of the robots.
• Improving health by lowering stress levels (measuring

stress hormones in urine) [12] and increased immune
system response [13].

• Improvement of humor (through surveys and the evalua-
tion of facial expressions)

• Decreased sense of loneliness (using scales measuring
loneliness)

• Increased communication (measured by the frequency of
contact with robots and family).

• Remember the past (especially with a robot as a baby).
• Some studies indicate that the use of robots helps to

reduce the severity of dementia in some patients.

III. BICA SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE FOR ROBOT
CONTROL

We have used the Nao humanoid robot in the therapy of
dementia patients. This robot is sold with a programming
environment, named Naoqi, of the manufacturer to develop
applications in C++ and Python. Naoqi is a distributed ob-
ject framework which allows to several distributed binaries
be executed, all containing several software modules which
communicate among them. Robot functionality is encapsulated

in software modules. In order to access sensors and actuators
we have to communicate with specific modules like ALMotion
or ALVideoDevice module.

Naoqi is voracious, its communication and synchroniza-
tion mechanisms consume a lot of memory and comput-
ing resources, which can affect the robot movements. It is
possible to develop basic robot behaviors using only the
Naoqi framework, but it is not enough for our needs and
the development of complex applications using Naoqi alone
is hard. We preferred an architecture that lets us activate and
deactivate components, which is more related to the cognitive
organization of a behavior based system. That is why we
have created a programming framework, named Behavior-
based Iterative Component Architecture (BICA) [14], on top
of Naoqi (Figure 1), to develop autonomous applications for
our humanoid robots. BICA has been used for several years
in teaching robotic courses at Universidad Rey Juan Carlos,
in research around the RoboCup environment, and it has also
been used for robotherapy. BICA uses Naoqi mainly as a driver
to access to robot sensors and actuators.

Fig. 1. BICA programming environment

A. BICA core and components

The software of our humanoid robot is organized with a
behavior-based architecture. It is implemented in a component
oriented software architecture, BICA, programmed in C++
language. Components (like CompA, CompB, etc. in Figure
1) are independent computation units which periodically ex-
ecute control iterations at a pre-configured frequency. Every
component has an interface to modulate its execution and to
retrieve the results of its computations.

We have implemented our BICA architecture in a single
Naoqi module. The components are implemented as Sin-
gleton C++ clases and they communicate among them by
method calls (faster than SOAP Naoqi message passing). Each
component has a step() method to run once its control
(or processing) iteration, this method is periodically called
from the timing motor of BICA (further details in [14]).
Additionally, the components may include some methods to
provide the results of its processing or to receive modulation
from others.
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The robot applications are organized as a collection of
connected components, perceptive ones and actuation ones.
Behaviors in BICA are defined by the activation of perception
components and actuation components. Actuation components
take movement decisions, send commands to the robot motors,
or locomotion system, or activate other actuation components.
They run iteratively to periodically update their outputs. Per-
ception components take data from robot sensors or other
perception components and extract information. They basically
provide information to the actuation components. The output
of a perception component is refreshed periodically and can
be read from many other components in the system.

Fig. 2. Behavior in BICA composed by actuation and perception components

Not all the perception capabilities of the robot must be
active at the same time, consuming computing resources. Even
more, the whole set of behaviors that the robot is able to
eventually perform is not suitable to deal with the current
situation. Typically only a subset of available behaviors and
perception units are relevant to the current situation. In BICA
each component is activable and deactivable at will, so it
remains inactive until the situation demands it, when another
component activates it. Usually an actuation component ac-
tivates the perception components it requires and the child
actuation components (if any) that implement its control deci-
sions. This activation chain creates a dynamic component tree
to cope with the robot’s current situation. Figure 2 shows an
component activation tree with both perception and actuation
components.

Beyond being a framework to integrate perceptive and
actuation capabilities for autonomous behaviors, the BICA
architecture also includes components that provide access to
the basic sensors and actuators of the robot, a Hardware
Abstraction Layer (HAL) for robot applications. BICA is
built on top of Naoqi, the manufacturer middleware, and
offers this HAL as a set of object method invocations. For
instance, the Body component provides access to the motion
capabilities, both the legged locomotion and the arm move-
ments. The Perception component provides access to the
camera images. The LED component provides access to several
lights on the robot head and chest, which can be turned on
and off from the application software. The Head component
provides access to the neck of the humanoid, allowing to rotate
the head horizontally or vertically. The Music component
provides the capability of playing sound files. It has been
specifically developed for the robotherapy application. The
stories, questions, songs involved in therapy sessions are stored

as sound files and played back using this BICA component.
The behavior based organization of the software of the robot

in BICA allows a modular development of robot functionali-
ties, with new components to accomplish new robot tasks or
to perceive new associated stimuli.

Beyond the humanoid behavior in the RoboTheraphy ap-
plication, this architecture has also been used for the pro-
gramming of humanoid behaviors in other scenarios like the
RoboCup competition. We have developed several perceptive
and actuation components for the robot soccer player inside the
RoboCup Standard Platform League. Some actuation compo-
nents were programmed as PID reactive controllers and others
as Finite State Machines, depending on the complexity of the
behavior.

B. Tools: JManager

Several tools have been also created to ease the develop-
ment of robot applications in BICA. JManager is an external
application which centralizes the component debugging and
monitorization tools developed for the BICA framework. This
tool lets to set up the components, activate, deactivate and
modulate them on the fly. The graphical output of some
components can be shown on their corresponding tab in
JManager. Each component may have an specific tab inside
JManager for its debugging. For instance, a color filter tuner
tab is shown at Figure 3, which lets us select on the fly the
right thresholds for the color filter component.

Fig. 3. JManager tool to activate BICA components and debug them

JManager runs at an external computer and connects to
the BICA software inside the Nao humanoid using an ad-hoc
communication protocol through the wireless or wired network
connection. It has been programmed in Java.

C. Tools: VIsual COmponent DEsigner

Some actuation components may be successfully pro-
grammed as reactive controllers or simple PID feedback con-
trollers. Many times the complexity of the components fits well
in finite state machines (FSM). Using FSMs powerful compo-
nents can be programmed, which unfold complex behaviors.
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But developing complex behaviors based on FSMs directly
in C++ may be complicated and prone to errors. Because
of this we have developed a useful tool, named VICODE
(VIsual COmponent DEsigner), that automatically generates
C++ BICA component code from a visual description of the
finite state machine 4. We use VICODE for the development of
complex components, and even for the basic ones, as the code
generation is faster and more reliable using it than writing the
code manually.

Fig. 4. Example of a FSM for a robot behavior using the VICODE tool

This tool lets us design an iterative finite state machine
setting its states and transitions. Each state has a source code
attached to be run at each iteration of the FSM being in such
state. At the same time it has a source code to check possible
transitions from it to other states when certain perceptive
conditions are met. Furthermore, we can visually establish
which components are used in each state, and whether it is
a modulation or a requirement link. VICODE is included in
the JManager tool as a tab.

VICODE generates the component C++ code. This includes
the state machine code, the headers file with the component
API, and calls to the step() method of the components
that it uses or modulates. VICODE lets us to edit the states
and transitions code. This code is even refreshed if the code
is externally edited to avoid inconsistencies. Transitions are
defined as functions that return true or false if the transition
has to be taken. This information to make the decisions can
be provided by other components or by a timer (used for
timebased transitions).

IV. ROBOT SOFTWARE FOR ROBOTHERAPY

We have developed several software pieces for the use
of humanoids in dementia therapy. The robot behaviors in
therapy sessions are described mostly as a sequence of basic
movements, music or text playing and light turning on-off
operations. A file format syntax has been developed to store
these behavior descriptions, they are called session scripts.

Some specific components inside BICA have been devel-
oped, like one that runs session scripts or other that provides

access to robot lights from application software. In addition,
some new tools have also been created: a session script
generator that allows an easy and visual “programming” of
robot behavior in therapy sessions, and session monitoring
tools that help to the therapist to control the session progress.
They are all described in this section.

A. Session script generator

The robot behavior set required for robotherapy application
is smaller than for other fully autonomous applications like the
robotic soccer in RoboCup. In essence, the robot behaviors in
therapy sessions are described mostly as a sequence of basic
movements, music or text playing and light turning on-off
operations. They are usually launched together as the robot
may be playing a song and dancing at the same time, for
instance.

Fig. 5. Session script generator

A high level language has been developed to store these
behavior descriptions. They can be stored in text files fol-
lowing a given syntax and read from them. They are called
session scripts. The language includes three basic instructions:
move, music and light. Two or three basic operations of
different type can be grouped together, in group instructions, to
be executed simultaneously. The robot behavior is a sequence
of these basic or group instructions. In the script some syn-
chronization points can be included to wait for the termination
of all the basic instructions inside a group. In addition, the
wait instruction causes the robot to stop execution until the
therapist provides the continue order, striking one button in
the robot body, or in the Wiimote, or using any monitoring
tool. This allows the therapist to control the session progress.

move introduction
music /home/nao/mp3/sound02.mp3
wait task mov
wait task music
wait press left
breakpoint

Fig. 6. Robot session script example

The scripts are generated and stored in text files. The ex-
ample in Figure 6 starts two actions: the robot movement task
and the playing of a sound file. The move command accepts
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a file with the robot position sequence. The music command
accepts the file with the sound to be played. Then waits until
both tasks have finished. Then waits until the robot left button
is pressed. The contents of the real sessions are designed by
medical doctors and health assistants, attending to the desired
stimulation in the dementia patients. At the beginning they
were created directly editing text files. Recently we have
developed a graphical tool, the session script generator (Figure
5), that allows a fast and visual creation of these scripts.

B. Movie component

One specific component has been developed inside BICA
for the robotherapy application, the Movie component. It
accepts session scripts as input and runs the corresponding
orders to robot motors and actuators, at the proper timing,
unfolding the specified robot behavior. It uses several HAL
components available in BICA, like the Body, LED, Music
and Head components, as shown in Figure 7.

Fig. 7. Movie component in BICA runs session scripts on board the robot

For dancing the robot has previous descriptions of its
movements. They are stored as single files following a given
syntax, and they can be referenced in the scripts run by the
Movie component. Those movement files include the position
of all robot joints and the right time for each one. For singing
or story telling the corresponding song and text are stored as
sound files, and they can also be referenced in the session
script.

C. Session monitoring from a computer

The therapist needs a way to communicate with the robot,
to start a robotherapy session, to stop its execution while the
patients answer one of the robot questions, to repeat any script
step, etc.. The initial basic interface with the real robot is the
set of buttons on its feet and chest. At the beginning these
buttons were used, but we developed three session monitoring
applications to allow an easier way to control the robot.

The first session monitor is an application running on a
regular computer. It offers a Graphical User Interface with
sliders, selectors, visual buttons, etc. as shown in Figure 8. It
allows the teleoperation of the robot body and head, in order
to approach the robot towards the patients at the beginning of
the sessions, for instance. It can be operated from an external
personal computer or a laptop.

Fig. 8. Session monitor at a regular computer

D. Session monitoring from a tablet

In order to improve the tool usability, a second session mon-
itor has been created that runs on mobile devices like Android
tablets or smartphones (Figure 9). Using it no extra computer
is required, just the robot and the tablet or smartphone. With
this monitor the therapist has full control of the progress of
the therapeutic session.

Fig. 9. Session monitor at a tablet

Interaction between different BICA components is per-
formed as local method invocation of other component objects.
An specific module has been developed for communication
between BICA and software outside the robot, for instance
the communication between these session monitor tools and
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the Movie component onboard the robot. This module and
the session monitor use ICE as communication middleware,
both in the robot side and in the Android side of the system
(smartphone or tablet) (Figure 10).

Fig. 10. Software design of the Android support

E. Session monitoring from Wiimote

The session monitor can be used in conjunction with a
Wiimote. This device is more convenient than the regular
screen, keyboard and mouse configuration. In this case the
session monitor reads the therapist orders from the Wiimote
buttons and accelerometers using bluetooth (Figure 11).

Fig. 11. Software design of the Wiimote support

An external application, named Motej and written in Java,
receives Wiimote data using via bluetooth and sends them to
the Movie component inside the robot. It works on a off board
computer (as the robot hardware does not include bluetooth)
and uses ICE for that communication.

V. EXPERIMENTS

The platforms available for this project were initially three:
the robot seal Paro, the Aibo robot dog and the Nao humanoid.
One of them needed to be selected for the real experiments.

The mobility of the robot seal Paro is mainly confined
to its head (its eyes move). It also produces sounds that
simulate those of a baby seal. The robot dog Aibo and the
Nao humanoid offer much more functionality: they are both
also nice to look at, they walk, move their head, have lights
and make sounds. The larger size of humanoid makes it more
visible than the robot dog. In addition, the humanoid robot
is most useful in physical therapy, as it can perform physical
exercises that can be directly mimicked by patients. This is a
key issue.

From a technical point of view, the development of software
for the robot seal Paro is complicate because it is a closed

platform. Our group has extensive experience in the program-
ming of the other two platforms in the RoboCup environment.
One difference in favour of the humanoid robot Nao is the
availability. Although we have several Aibo robots and it was
a bestselling commercial robot, since 2008 its manufacturing
has been discontinued. Currently our group is participating
in the RoboCup with the Nao humanoid, and the software
architecture developed to control the robot in this environment,
BICA, is general enough to host the robot software for the
robotherapy application.

The Aibo and humanoid robots were tested with real pa-
tients to see their acceptance (Figure 12). The Nao robot was
presented to a group of 20 patients with differing severity of
dementia. The humanoid robot was accepted by most of them:
80% showed a very positive attitude, 15% did not react and
5% (one person) showed aggression towards the robot (and
also to therapists and psychologists). Most patients identified
him as a child and tried to talk to him.

Fig. 12. Nao acceptance test

For all these reasons, the Nao humanoid was the selected
platform. Nao robot is a fully programmable humanoid robot.
It is equipped with a x86 AMD Geode 500 MHz CPU, 1 GB
flash memory, 256 MB SDRAM, two speakers, two cameras
(non-stereo), Wi-Fi connectivity and Ethernet port. It has 25
degrees of freedom. The operating system is Linux 2.6 with
some real-time patches. The robot is equipped with an ARM
7 micro-controller allocated in its chest to control the robot’s
motors and sensors, called DCM.

A. Therapy sessions

The therapy session contents have been designed by ther-
apists specialized in the disease of dementia. The robotics
work focused on developing the software required so that these
sessions can be carried out with maximum similarity to how
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they were conceived. We developed all the required software
components, sounds and robot movements, and proposed new
tools to be used and evaluated.

Fig. 13. Real session with dementia patients using a humanoid robot

We performed cognitive therapy and physiotherapy sessions,
2 days/week during one month with a humanoid robot in
a group of 13 patients (Figure 13). Evaluation at baseline
and follow-up was carried out with scales to detect apathy,
quality of life and dementia severity. Most of the patients had
moderate-severe dementia (Figure 14), mean age 83.2 years
(range: 74-91) and 92% were women.

Fig. 14. Global Deterioration Scale of the group involved the experiments

Each session took between 30 and 45 minutes, and was
recorded by two cameras. We designed four types of ses-
sions: language, music therapy, storytelling and physiotherapy.
Cognitive therapy included music therapy, playing activities
and language sessions. In the language sessions the robot
asked about numbers, days of the week and set riddles and
questions aimed at cognitive activation. In the music therapy
sessions the robot combined basic questions related to popular
songs. Physiotherapy sessions (Figure 15) consisted of a set of
exercises that the robot explained and performed: movements
of arms, head, torso and walking exercises. In storytelling
sessions the robot told a story, moving itself and turning its
lights on at the same time, there was no direct interaction with
patients.

The sessions for patients with severe dementia cannot be
structured as those for people with moderate dementia because
they are unable to maintain attention long enough to be

Fig. 15. Robot movements in physiotherapy session

effective. For them we designed a set of activities to be carried
out by the robot: walking towards a patient, looking at her
face, making sounds of animals, etc. - these actions seemed
to improve their apathy. Some of these activities (walking
towards a patient and looking at her face) were also applied
during the sessions with the rest of the group, also improving
their responses. To carry out these activities, we extended
the software and robotic tools to be easily managed by the
therapists. The Wiimote extension of the session monitor and
the tablet-based session monitor has been developed after
observing in the experiments the autonomy needs of the
therapists.

B. Preliminary medical results

Some preliminary medical results have been presented in
medical forums and are better explained in [15]. All scales
showed a trend to improvement in neuropsychiatric symptoms,
apathy and quality of life, although Wilcoxon test showed no
significant statistical differences between baseline and follow-
up. Patients accepted well the robot and participate as actively
in therapy sessions with robot as in the regular sessions.

This pilot study showed that a clinical study using robots
for cognitive therapy in dementia institutionalized patients is
possible. Currently we are using robots as a new tool for
dementia therapists in a pilot clinical assay to discover the
effect of this new non pharmacological treatment compared to
habitual treatment. We involve more than a hundred patients,
use a control group to compare and the evaluators are blind
to the therapy.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented a cutting edge application
of humanoid robots in the therapy of dementia patients.

We have developed several software pieces to support this
application. First, our BICA software architecture integrates
all robot perceptive and actuation capabilities. Second, a soft-
ware module helps to visually generate session scripts. These
session scripts are simple descriptions of robot behaviour
sequences during the therapeutic sessions. They involve music
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playing, movements and light generation capabilities onboard
the humanoid. They have been created with the knowledge
and support of medical experts, and are stored in single files.
Third, a software module inside BICA runs the session scripts
on the real robot. Fourth, a monitor module allows the human
therapist to control the script execution, proceeding with
the next behaviour, repeating steps, etc., and so modulating
the session development. Two different monitors have been
developed, one running on a regular PC and another one
running on an Android tablet. The Wiimote device support has
also been incorporated for easy robot control by the therapists,
improving their autonomy.

Four kinds of sessions have been prepared and performed:
storytelling, music therapy, physiotherapy and logic-language
therapy. In music sessions, the robot plays songs from the
years when the patients were young, trying to stimulate
their emotions. In physiotherapy sessions, the robot performs
several physical exercises with the intention of being repeated
by the patients. Logic-language therapy is based on several
simple questions to cognitively stimulate the patient responses.

The preliminary medical results on real patients with moder-
ate dementia are promising. Their neuropsychiatric symptoms
tend to improve over those of patients following classic therapy
methods, but further research is required. Surprisingly the
robot captures the attention of the elderly due to its human
shape, its movements and music capabilities.

We are working on extending the direct interaction between
the patients and the humanoid robot. For instance, the real
patient showing coloured cards to answer questions set by
the humanoid. Also we are programming the robot with
more autonomous behaviours like face tracking or people
following. In addition, we have started the migration towards
ROS in the Nao humanoid as a standard replacement of BICA
middleware.
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Learning on Real Robots from Experience and
Simple User feedback

P. Quintı́a, R. Iglesias, M.A. Rodrı́guez and C.V. Regueiro

Abstract—In this article we describe a novel algorithm that
allows fast and continuous learning on a physical robot working
in a real environment. The learning process is never stopped
and new knowledge gained from robot-environment interactions
can be incorporated into the controller at any time. Our algo-
rithm lets a human observer control the reward given to the
robot, hence avoiding the burden of defining a reward function.
Despite the highly-non-deterministic reinforcement, through the
experimental results described in this paper, we will see how the
learning processes are never stopped and are able to achieve fast
robot adaptation to the diversity of different situations the robot
encounters while it is moving in several environments.

Index Terms—Autonomous robots, reinforcement learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Although the industrial sector has been the main user of
robots for many years, nowadays there is a clear shift towards
the service sector. The unquestionable success of the Roomba
robotic vacuum is enough to prove that the new robotics
companies would be able to sell millions of robots instead of
tens of thousands. This view of a growing market is shared by
all national and international robotic organizations. However,
if we go back to the example of the Roomba robotic vacuum,
the limited intelligence of this robot, together with its low
perception ability, or its inexistent adaptability, is the reason
why sometimes people need to create obstacles so that the
Roomba is confined to a space and thus, purportedly, cleans it
more thoroughly. The lack of intelligence in the robots is quite
often replaced with the presence of a person. However, if we
consider the main scenarios where future robots are expected
to move, or the tasks they are expected to carry out (assisting
with the housework, security and vigilance, rehabilitation,
collaborating in the care-entertainment, etc), we immediately
realize that this new generation of robots must be able to learn
on their own. They can not rely on an expert programmer, on
the contrary, once they are bought they should be trainable.

This learning or robot-adaptation can not only consist on
a demonstration process, in which the user shows the robot
what to do. The limited nature of the human patience, the
ambiguous nature of the information provided by the robot
owners, the advanced age or impaired mobility of the robot
owners, deem it necessary that not only should robots be able
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to learn from what the user does, but also from their interaction
with the physical and social environment. Like humans, the
mistakes and successes the robot makes should influence its
future behaviour. Furthermore, this adaptation should not be
constrained to a time interval, but on the contrary it should be
continuous, i.e., during the life of the robot.

We promote the use of reinforcement learning [1] as an
interesting paradigm that can be used to learn from robot-
environment interaction. There are several publications that
point out the interest of real robot learning by direct interaction
with the environment [14] [15]. Unfortunately, most reinforce-
ment learning algorithms are rarely applied to get physical
robots learning from scratch on real environments. Very often
the desired robot-behaviour is learnt on simulation and, once
the process is finished, the robot-controller is placed on the
real robot. This is due to the fact that the learning process
is very slow and costly. There are two common alternatives
to avoid these limitations: on one hand there are authors that
manage to break the task in a sequence of sub-tasks that can be
learnt separately (thus reducing the learning time for each one
of them). On the other hand, another alternative consists on
combining the reinforcement learning with the learning from
demonstration [13]. Nevertheless, in all these cases if the real
robot misbehaves, it will be still necessary to investigate the
reasons behind the robot mistakes and to learn the behaviour
once again trying to include situations similar to those that
caused the failure.

We are interested in getting continuous learning procedures
that are never stopped and that can happen in the real robot.
The achievement of continuous learning requires the develop-
ment of systems able to fulfill three characteristics: 1) The
learning must be as fast as possible. 2) Every time the robot
encounters new problems, it will have to learn and improve
the controller. Nevertheless, this should not cause important
instabilities or make the robot forget important aspects of
what had been learnt before. 3) It should be possible to
incorporate new knowledge or destroy old one, at any time,
without causing important robot misbehaviors.

II. GIVING USER FEEDBACK TO ROBOTS

One way of getting a robot to learn from its interaction
with the environment is through reinforcement: according
to psychology theories, learning is strengthened if it is fol-
lowed by positive reinforcement ”pleasure” and weakened if
it is followed by punishment ”pain” [2]. This is something
that is clearly described in Thorndike’s Law of Effect [3].
Reinforcement learning algorithms grew inspired by these
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psychological theories, therefore reinforcement learning is a
machine learning paradigm that determines how an agent
ought to take actions in an environment so as to maximise
the amount of reward received in the long term.

Nevertheless, getting this feedback is still an important
drawback: we cannot ask people without knowledge of robots
to provide a set of rules which specify when the robot is doing
right or wrong. A key aspect to achieve successful service
robots lies in the possibility that any person (not necessarily
specialist in robotics) can teach robots new tasks, or can do
something that will alter the behaviour of the robot. An article
published in Artificial Intelligence regarding how the humans
want to teach the machines [4], comes to the conclusion that
the processes of teaching and learning must be closely linked.
A good instructor must hold a mental model of the state of the
learner (trying to guess what the robot has understood, what
the robot knows and what the robot is still ignorant of, etc).
On the other hand the robot must help the instructor doing the
learning process as clear as possible. In short, the process of
teaching/learning must be bi-directional.

In [5] the authors examine the hypotheses that reinforce-
ment provided by humans is compatible with the traditional
reinforcement signal of the reinforcement learning. They per-
form several experiments in a simulated environment where
a human must interact, using a graphical interface, with an
agent implementing a Q-learning algorithm.

They conclude that new reinforcement learning algorithms
should be developed to incorporate the main observations
taken from their experiments:
• In addition to providing a feedback to the robot, the users

want to guide the robot to the action they consider correct.
On the other hand, in general humans want to give
anticipated reinforcements. Although the effect of the
anticipated reinforcement in the reinforcement learning
has been studied in depth [6], the use of anticipated
reinforcement is not part of the classical reinforcement
learning model.

• Users prefer to give positive feedback than negative
feedback, probably reflecting their opinions about the
motivation in human learning, or due to the fact that they
feel that the robot ignores their negative reinforcements.

• As the learning advances the users create a mental model
of the agent and changes its teaching strategy. Classical
reinforcement learning strategies do not take into account
the fact that a benevolent teacher will adjust its teaching
behavior to the learner characteristics.

The work of Knox and Stone [9] [10] is focused in the
transfer of knowledge from humans to machines, with the
goal of accelerating the learning and reducing its cost. With
this purpose they created the TAMER framework (Training
an Agent Manually via Evaluative Reinforcement). TAMER is
based in modeling the reinforcement provided by the human in
order to allow the system to choose those actions that provide
the highest reinforcement. This strategy can be considered as
inverse reinforcement learning [11].

We decided to adapt our learning algorithm so that the
reinforcement should come from a human observer that is
seeing what the robot does. This observer will be able to

punish the robot by simply pressing a button in a wireless
joystick (Figure 1). This action will be enough to tell the robot
that what it is doing is unsatisfactory. It is important to be
aware of the fact that this way of providing the reinforcement
is highly not deterministic, i.e., the same user can give the
robot negative reinforcements in certain situations but remain
impassive in other scenarios that are very similar. Moreover,
the human observer can change his mind about what is right or
wrong while the robot is still learning. When the user presses
the button of the wireless joystick to give the robot negative
reinforcement, the robot learns from it and transfers the control
to the joystick, so that the user will be able to move the robot
and place it in a suitable position to go on learning. Once this
manual control is over, the user will press a second button to
continue the learning process.

Merging learning from demonstration and reinforcement
learning is out of the scope of this work, therefore our
algorithm will not learn from what the robot does when
it is being controlled by the user. We decided to proceed
in this manner since we want to highlight the ability of
our algorithm to reach fast learning procedures from robot-
environment interaction when the robot starts from scratch.
Nevertheless, as part of our future research, we plan to allow
the user to guide the movement of the robot and thus speed
up the learning procedures. But in this work the user will
only use the joystick to provide reinforcement and move the
robot a short distance to place it in a new position, where user
considers that the robot is safe and can continue the learning.

III. EVALUATING A CONTROL POLICY

Let us say that there is a control policy π that determines
what the robot does at every instant, i.e., this policy π is a
mapping from relevant and distinguishable states to actions:

πl : S → A
s ∈ S → πl(s) ∈ A (1)

where S is the set of states that represent the environment
around the robot, and A is the set of possible actions the robot
can carry out.

Our first interest is to evaluate this policy, i.e. to quantify
how long this policy will be able to move the robot before
it makes something wrong and the robot receives negative
reinforcement. To carry out this task we will use an algorithm
that we have published in the past and which is called
increasing the time interval before a robot failure [8]. Using
this algorithm our system will not learn the expected discount
reward the robot will receive – as is habitual in reinforcement
learning–, rather the expected time before failure (Tbf ). This
will make it easier to assess the evolution of the learning
process as a high discrepancy between the time interval before
failure predicted and what is actually observed on the real
robot is a clear sign of an erroneous learning.

To assess our control policy we will build an utility function
of the states the robot might encounter, termed Q-function.
Thus, Qπ(s) is a function of the expected time interval before
a robot failure when the robot starts moving in s, performs
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the action determined by the policy for that state π(s), and
follows the same policy π thereafter:

Qπ(s) = E[−e(−Tbf
π(s0=s)/50T )], (2)

where Tbfπ(s0) represents the expected time interval (in
seconds) before the robot does something wrong, when it
performs action π(s) in s, and then it follows the control policy
π. T is the control period of the robot (expressed in seconds).
The term −e−Tbf/50T in Eq. 2 is a continuous function that
takes values in the interval [−1, 0], and varies smoothly as the
expected time before failure increases.

Since Qπ(s) and Tbfπ(s) are not known, we can only refer
to their current estimations Qπt (s) and Tbfπt (s):

Tbfπt (s) = −50 ∗ T ∗ Ln(−Qπt (s)), (3)

Therefore, according to Eq. 3, if the robot performs an
action every 250 milliseconds (value of T in Eq. 3), a Q-value
equal to -0.8 (for example) will clearly mean that the robot will
probably receive a negative reinforcement after 2.8 seconds.
The definition of Qπ(s), Tbfπ , determine the relationship
between consecutive states:

Tbfπt (st) =

{
T if rt < 0
T + Tbfπt (st+1) otherwise (4)

rt is the reinforcement the robot receives when it executes
action π(st) in state st, T is the control period of the robot.
If we combine Eq. 3 and Eq. 4, it is true to say:

Qπt+1(st) =

{
−e−1/50 if rt < 0
Qπt (st) + δ otherwise

(5)

where,
δ = β(e

−1
50 ∗Qπ(st+1)−Qπ(st)). (6)

β ∈ [0, 1] is a learning rate.
An iterative and straightforward process applying Eq. 5

will make it possible to obtain the utility values Qπ(s).
Basically, the robot begins with an initial set of random values,
Qπ(s) ∈ [−1,−0.95], ∀s, and then it initiates a exploration of
its environment executing the control policy π. As the robot
moves performing the control policy π, it continually makes
predictions about when it will receive negative reinforcements,
in such a way that later comparisons of the predictions and
the rewards the robot actually received will allow the updating
of the utility values Qπ(s).

IV. ACHIEVING FAST LEARNING PROCEDURES

Since the I Tbf algorithm is able to predict when a robot
mistake will occur, it would be possible to iterate a control
policy in an attempt to increase the time before a robot failure.
We already did this experiment in the past with nice results [8],
but the learning procedures were still too slow to be applied
in real robots. We need robots that are able to learn in a short
period of time. Due to this, instead of building a learning
system that needs to determine the suitable action for every
state of the robot, we prefer to build an ensemble of policies
that determine, each one of them, the interval of actions most
suitable for each state of the robot, (Figure 1, ensemble of
decision policies). This ensemble will use a voting mechanism

Fig. 1. a) Wireless joystick used by the human observer to provide
punishment to the robot. B) General scheme of our proposal to get fast and
continuous learning procedures. The ensemble of decision policies determine
what the robot does at every instant.

to decide the action to be executed by the robot at every
instant. Each policy of the ensemble πl, is a mapping between
world states and intervals of actions:

πl : Sl → A
s ∈ Sl → πl(s) ∈ A = [a, b), a ∈ A, b ∈ A, a < b

(7)

There are two important aspects that are necessary to
consider: each policy of the ensemble is built randomly, i.e. the
interval of actions that each policy πl suggests for every state
s ∈ Sl is determined randomly. On the other hand, each policy
builds its own representation of the world around the robot
using a Fuzzy ART Network, Sl, ∀l = 1, ..., N . Therefore,
there will be N Fuzzy ART Networks working in parallel
(Figure 1). The use of the Fuzzy ART will be explained later
in this paper.

A. Evaluating the policies of the ensemble

The robot will use the ensemble of policies to determine the
action that needs to be carried out at every instant, but these
policies have been built randomly. Therefore, we will need to
evaluate the suitability of each l policy of the ensemble to
the task being learned by the robot. To do this, we will use
the I Tbf algorithm described in the previous section, and
the utility functions to represent how long each policy will be
able to move the robot without making a mistake. Therefore,
we will use a set of N utility functions Q1, ..., Ql, ...QN to
evaluate the policies of the ensemble.

As it was described in the previous section, the robot begins
with an initial set of random values, Ql(s) ∈ [−1,−0.95],
∀s ∈ Sl, and then it initiates a exploration of its environment
executing the actions determined by a voting procedure. As
the robot moves the Q-values corresponding the different
policies are updated. Nevertheless, in this case the policy used
to generate the behaviour of the robot will not necessarily
be the policy that is being evaluated. In consequence the
definition of the utility function is modified slightly, now
Ql(s) will be the expected time interval before a robot
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Fig. 2. In the first experiment the robot will learn to follow the wall on its right side. The movement of the robot was confined in a small area.

failure when the robot starts moving in s, performs πl(s),
and follows an optimal policy thereafter. On the other hand
Eq. 5 describes the simplest way of learning the Q-values.
Nevertheless, when rewards occur infrequently, the learning
process can take too long. One option for speeding up this
process is by adding more memory into the system. In our
case, the robot will move collecting data that will later be
used to update the Q-values. This updating is done according
to the algorithm described below:

1) m = 0
2) Observe the current state in every learner and store that

information in a experience set: s[m] = {s1t , , slt, , sNt },
so that s[m, 1] = s1t , s[m, l] = slt, s[m,N ] = sNt

3) Perform the action at that seems to be the best according
to the ensemble: a[m] = at

4) Obtain the estimated time before failure for this state
according to the ensemble:

u[m−1] = −50 T ln

(
−
∑l=N
l=1 δ(at ∈ πl(slt)).Ql(slt)∑l=N

l=1 δ(at ∈ πl(slt))

)
where δ is the Kronecker delta, i.e., if at is within the
interval determined by πl(slt) then δ(at ∈ πl(slt)) = 1,
being zero otherwise.

5) After performing at observe the new state s1t+1,
s2t+1...sNt+1 and the reinforcement value rt, r[m] = rt,

6) Shift the m-index: m← m+ 1
7) If rt = 0 and m < M

a) return to step 2
8) If rt = 0 and m >= M

a) Update time before failure:
• for k = m− 1,m− 2, . . . , 1 do:

– if k = m− 1 then Tbf = u[k]
– else Tbf ← λ1(Tbf + T ) + (1− λ1)u[k].

b) Update the Q-values of the first state in the expe-
rience set:
∆Qlt(s[0, l]) =
β1δ(a[0], πl(s[0, l]))(−e−Tbf/50T −Qlt(s[0, l])),
∀l = 1, . . . , N

c) Delete the information related with the fist state in
the experience set, (s[0], u[0], r[0]), and shift the
number of items in the experience set:m← m− 1

d) return to step 2

9) If rt < 0,

a) for j = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1 do:

i) Update time before failure:

• for k = m− 1,m− 2, . . . , j do:

– if k = m− 1 then Tbf = T
– else Tbf ← λ2(Tbf +T ) + (1−λ2)u[k].

ii) Update the Q-values:
∆Qlt(s[j, l]) =
β2δ(a[j], πl(s[j, l]))(−e−Tbf/50T −Qlt(s[j, l]))
∀l = 1, . . . , N

iii) Delete the information related with the j state
in the experience set, (s[j], u[j], r[j])

Observing the previous algorithm we can distinguish three
different situations:

• At the beginning the robot starts moving but it does not
update the Q-values until it has moved for certain interval
(M control cycles).

• After that period the robot keeps moving updating the
Q-values of every state considering what has happened
in the next M control cycles – this update corresponds
to the step 8 of the algorithm.

• Finally, when the robot receives a negative reinforcement
it updates the Q-values of those states stored in the
experience set taking into account the actual time interval
to the error – step 9 – and the process starts again.

It is important to notice that only those policies which voted
for the action that the robot finally executed, see their Q-
values changed. On the other hand, the expected time before
a robot failure at each instant is approximated as the average
value of the expected times (Q-values) for all policies. It is
also important to be aware of the existence of two sets of
parameters {β1, λ1} and {β2, λ2}. This is due to the fact that
the negative reinforcements are infrequent and therefore its
influence in the Q-values must be higher than in those cases
in which the reinforcement is null.
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Fig. 3. First laps of the experiment where the robot had to learn a wall following behavior in the environment shown in Figure 2. The continuous line in
the figure shows the trajectory of the robot. The circles show the areas where the robot received negative reinforcement from the human user. After 6 laps
the robot is capable of performing the task without errors. .

B. Voting procedure

The action the robot executes at each instant is the one that
seems to be the optimum according to what the robot knows
so far, i.e., the robot will perform the action with the highest
average Q-value:

at = arg maxa∈A

∑l=N
l=1 δ(a ∈ πl(slt)).(1 +Ql(slt)∑l=N

l=1 δ(a ∈ πl(slt))
(8)

From the previous equation we can observe that each policy
l votes for the actions suggested by the corresponding policy
πl, this vote will be weighted by the Ql value.

C. Incorporating new knowledge

Our system is still unable to get rid of unsuitable policies
and to include new ones. Because of that we decided to

incorporate a second pool of policies (Figure 1), we call this
second pool ensemble of observation policies. Every time the
robot reaches a certain amount of mistakes the oldest policy in
the observation pool is transferred to the decision pool. The
policies in the observation ensemble will use the algorithm
described below to observe the sensor readings and the action
performed by the robot at each instant. They will use this
information to build their state representation and to focus the
the attention on those actions that seem to be right for every
state.

1) Observe the action selected by the policies in the deci-
sion pool, at

2) Determine the current state for every learner in the
observation pool, sl(t), ∀l = 1, ..., R

3) If sl(t) is new, initialize the control policy: πl(t) =
[a, b], where a = at and b = at

4) if sl(t) is not new update the control policy:
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Fig. 4. First part of the experiment carried out to teach a robot how to navigate in the Department of Electronics and Computer Science. In this first part
of the experiment the movement of the robot was confined to the hall of the department shown in Figure 2 (to limit the movement of the robot carton boxes
were placed in the area rounded with a dashed line). The continuous line in the figure shows the trajectory of the robot. The circles show the areas where the
robot received negative reinforcements from the human user. The robot only received negative reinforcements in the first lap.

if at /∈ πl(slt) = [a, b), shift the interval to include at

at

{
a = at if at < a
b = at if at > b

V. DYNAMIC CREATION OF THE STATE SPACE

Each learner of the ensemble shown in Figure 1 will have
to build a map between world states and actions. This is a
problem that lies at the heart of many robotic applications.
This mapping, also called policy, enables a robot to select an
action based upon its current world state. Therefore, the first
problem to deal with is how to represent the world through a
finite set of states. In our case, and as we can see in Figure
1, each learner will build a representation of the environment
that will dynamically increase to include new situations that
have not been seen before. We shall call to these new and
distinguishable situations, detected in the stream of sensor
inputs, states. This dynamic representation of the environment
will be independent for each learner, i.e., each learner can see
the world differently from the others.

To quantify the sensor space we decided to use the Fuzzy
Adaptive Resonance Theory (Fuzzy ART [7], [8]) to build the
state representation for each learner. We have chosen the Fuzzy
ART because this artificial neural network is able to perform
an unsupervised online clustering of the robot sensor readings
into a finite number of distinguishable situations that we call
states. Another advantage of the Fuzzy ART is that those
states that represent situations which rarely appears during

the robot lifetime are not shadowed by more common states.
Therefore, the Fuzzy ART network will achieve a sensor-
state mapping that will dynamically increase to include new
situations, detected in the stream of sensor inputs, and that
have not been seen before, while preserving the representation
of situations visited earlier during the learning.

Basically the Fuzzy ART will divide the sensor space into
a set of regions. Each one of these regions will have a
representative or prototype representing it. The Fuzzy ART
works on the idea of making the input information resound
with the representatives or prototypes of the regions into which
the network has divided the sensor space so far. We call to
these regions, states. If resonance occurs between the input and
any of the states, this means that they are similar enough; the
network will consider that it belongs to this state and will only
perform a slight update of the prototype, so that it incorporates
some characteristics of the input data. When the input does not
resound with any of the stored states, the network creates a
new one using the input pattern as its prototype.

The input of the Fuzzy ART will be an M-dimensional
vector, where each of its components is in the interval [0, 1].
In our case, the input data comprise the information provided
by a laser rangefinder and sonar sensors, but other sources of
information are valid (e.g. gray levels of an image, or joint
angles in a robotic arm). The prototypes of the states will
be codified as arrays of M dimensions with values in [0, 1]:
wj = (wj1, · · · , wjM ). We shall use the letter N to refer to
the number of states learnt by the network so far.
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Fig. 5. Second part of the experiment shown in Figure 4. Once the robot completed the three laps in the hall of the department it was freed and allowed to
move along the rest of the Department. The continuous line show the trajectory of the robot and the circles point out areas where the user provided negative
reinforcement. We can see how very little reinforcement was provided despite the fact that the robot encountered completely new corridors with benches and
plants (A), or even corridors with copying machines and printers (B). Most of the negative reinforcements were due to the fact that the robot had to traverse
doors.

The behaviour of the Fuzzy ART is determined by two
parameters: learning rate β ∈ [0, 1]; and a vigilance parameter
ρ ∈ [0, 1]. The way the Fuzzy ART network operates can be
summarized in the following steps (there are some important
differences in comparison with the general proposal described
in [7]):

1) After presenting an input I to the network, there will be a
competitive process after which the states will be sorted
from the lowest activation to the highest. For each input
I and each state j, the activation function Tj is defined
as

Tj(I) =
|I ∧ wj |
|wj |

(9)

the fuzzy operator AND ∧ is (x ∧ y)i ≡ min(xi, yi)
and the norm | · | is defined as

|x| ≡
M∑
i=1

|xi|. (10)

2) The state with the maximum activation value will be
selected to see if it resounds with the input pattern I

J = arg maxj{Tj : j = 1...N}. (11)

3) The Fuzzy ART network will enter in resonance if the
matching between the input I and the winning state J is
greater or equal than the vigilance parameter ρ:

|I ∧ wJ | ≥ ρ|I| (12)

If this relation is not satisfied, a new state will be created
and the new prototype vector will be equal to the input
I.

4) When the network enters in resonance with one input,
the prototype vector wJ is updated:

w
(new)
J = βI + (1− β)w

(old)
J . (13)

A proliferation of states can be avoided if inputs are
normalized:

|I| ≡ γ,∀I, γ > 0 (14)
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Fig. 6. These pictures show the Department of Electronics and Computer Science where the robot will learn how to follow the wall situated on its right. It
contains corridors (A) and open spaces (B).

Fig. 7. Trajectory followed by a robot along the first two laps of the environment shown in Figure 6. The robot starts with no prior knowledge. After the
first lap the robot almost receives no negative reinforcement (marked as circles).

The complement coding normalization rule achieves nor-
malization while preserving amplitude information. The com-
plement coded input I to the recognition system is the 2M-
dimensional vector

I = (a, ac) ≡ (a1, ..., aM , a
c
1, ..., a

c
M ), (15)

where acn = 1 − an. Using complement coding, the norm of
the input vector will always be equal to the dimension of the
original vector.

The vigilance parameter ρ is the most important parameter
for determining the granularity of the classification. Low
values for the vigilance parameter will create few classes. As
the value of ρ approaches one, there will be almost one state
for each sensor reading.

Each learner of the ensemble that we suggest will use a near-
random vigilance value to build a state representation from the
sensor inputs. Since the vigilance parameter is different for
each learner, so will be the partition of the sensor space into
regions; the size of the regions into which the sensor space is
divided will change from learner to learner. This helps to get
a better generalization during the learning process.

Other artificial neural networks, such as the Echo State
Networks [12] have been used in the past to learn from robot-
environment interaction. Nevertheless, these networks are most
appropriate to learn from demonstrative processes in which a
user teaches the robot the desired control policy. In our case
we need to use unsupervised techniques able to quantify the
sensor space in a set of regions according to how similar the
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values coming from the sensors are, the best action for every
one of these states will have to be discovered by the robot.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have implemented our learning proposal on a Pioneer
3DX robot. This robot is equipped with a SICK LMS-100
laser scanner, a ring of 16 ultrasound sensors and bumpers. In
all the experiments the linear velocity of the robot was kept
constant (15.24 cm/s ≡ 6 inch/s), and the robot received the
motor commands every 300ms (value of T in Eq. 2 ). The
set of actions were the angular velocities in [−0.8, 0.8] rads/s.
λ1 = 0.99, β1 = 0.05, λ2 = 0.15, β2 = 0.95. The sensory
input of the system is a vector containing 541 laser readings
– one reading every half degree in [−135◦, 135◦] – and the
measurements provided by the 16 ultrasound sensors.

We present here several experiments performed with a real
robot in real environments. In these experiments the robot
had to learn from scratch how to follow the wall located
on its right. The robot starts each experiment with no prior
knowledge about the environment or the actions it ought to
take. The initial Q-values are selected randomly in the range
[−1,−0.95], hence the first actions performed by the robot
will be random. Figures 2 and 3 show the results we got in
a first experiment in which the robot moved along a confined
space. As we can observe in Figure 3, most of the errors were
committed in the first laps of the environment.

Figures 4 and 5 show the results we got in the second
experiment in which the robot had to learn from scratch how to
navigate along a real environment. We divided this experiment
in two parts: In the first part we confined the movement of the
robot to the hall of the Department of Electronics and Com-
puter Science of the University of Santiago de Compostela,
Spain. As we can observe in Figure 4 the robot learnt very fast
how to move in this area. Then, on a second part we removed
the boxes that were limiting the movement of the robot and
we allowed the robot to move along the whole department
(Figure 5). It is important to notice that despite of the fact that
the robot had to traverse complete new areas with corridors,
doors, and a very different disposition of obstacles, it received
very little punishment. It is also important to be aware of the
fact that the robot was learning continuously, even in absence
of negative reinforcements.

On the third experiment the robot started the learning in
a corridor of the Department (Figures 6 and 7). In this
experiment we tested again the capability of learning from
scratch, but in this case the robot was never confined in a
restricted area. The system behaves as expected, and after
committing most of the errors on the first lap the robot is
able to move safely.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

A truly useful personal robot must have the ability to learn
form its own interactions with the physical environment. The
robots must be able to adapt to changing conditions. These
changes can be on the environment or on the own robot. Most
reinforcement learning research has been made in simulation
because real-environments require large computation costs as
well as a lot of time. In this article we describe a strategy able

to achieve continuous learning procedures on real robots that
interact with the environment. Continual learning allows the
robot to face and adapt to unexpected situations.

With the strategy described in this paper a robot is able to:
first, learn to perform a task starting from scratch; and second,
to incorporate new knowledge at any time and thus correct its
own behaviour. Combining several learner agents our system
is fast and stable. Each learner dynamically creates its own
representation of the environment using a Fuzzy ART neural
network.

The experimental results we achieved so far confirm that we
are moving in the right direction, since the learning procedures
were fast, reliable, and continuous. Finally, our proposal is
able to incorporate real-time human feedback (any person
can use a wireless joystick to punish the robot whenever it
does something wrong). Despite the highly undeterministic
character of the reinforcement provided in this way, our robot
is still able to learn the desired behaviour in a short period of
time.
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